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Why Edventure...
Active Play is essential for physical development and has
many benefits not just for the improvement of balance and
co-ordination skills but also in general health and wellbeing.
Every item supplied by Edventure goes through an evaluation
process to ensure the demanding requirements of schools
are met and everything in our catalogue should not only
be fun for children to play with but should also encourage
communication and co-operation.
Having a wide range of activities available means you can
have something for everyone which will encourage more
children to get involved and burn off that excess energy, which
should result in them being more receptive in class. Our aim
is to make sure we give you the right items for free play at
Playtimes and we concentrate on getting this right.

5 Easy Ways To Order
1 Web

- www.edventure.co.uk

2 Phone - 01753 64 72 00
(Lines open 8:30am to 5:30pm Mon-Fri)

3 Fax

- 01753 64 89 89

4 Email - sales@edventure.co.uk
5 Post

- Edventure

Bishop House, East Burnham Park,
Crown Lane, Farnham Royal, Slough,
Berkshire, SL2 3SF.

Find and follow Edventure on your favourite social media to keep updated on weekly offers and more!
/edventurelimited

/edventureltd

/edventureplay

/edventureplay

For UK Mainland orders under £200 excl. VAT there is a £8.95 + VAT order processing and delivery charge. Alternatively order online to take
advantage of a reduced order processing and delivery charge of £4.95 + VAT. UK Mainland orders over £200 excl. VAT are order processing
and carriage paid. All prices shown exclude VAT. Full terms and conditions are available on request or on our website at:
www.edventure.co.uk/terms-of-sale.html

ACTIVE PLAY
Encourage
co-operation

Supplied as four
pairs!
1

TEAM WALKER

2

A unique design to emphasize individual motion, can be used by 4 individuals
or linked together for up to 4 simultaneous users to develop team work.
Suitable for indoor and outdoor use. Supplied as a set of 4 pairs.

An enjoyable way for up to nine children to acquire co-ordination skills whilst
experiencing the benefits that mutual effort can bring. Mat forms a continuous
‘band’. Size: 7m L x 50cm W

SE5670: £65.00 set

SE3790: £33.00 each

4

3

CATERPILLAR FUN MAT

PLAY TUNNELS
Will assist with the development of co-ordination skills, motor skills and
strength. These heavy-duty tunnels have been manufactured to withstand
energetic play both indoors and out. Double layers of nylon (mesh) between
which is a welded steel coil that is covered by a thick ribbed sleeve.

BONDING RING

1.8M

A large, elasticated ring used to encourage individuals within a group
to undertake movement support by the group. Recommended for 6-12
participants.

SE2060-1.83-CL: £39.00 each
SE2060-1.83-RD: £39.00 each

2.7M

SE2060-2.74-CL: £49.00 each
SE2060-2.74-RD: £49.00 each

SE2380-LRG: £28.00 each

5

OBSTACLE COURSE TUNNEL

6

GIANT TUNNEL

A large play tunnel manufactured from heavy duty nylon with a see-through
mesh top section. The tunnel is sized to give ample space for children to crawl
through. Size:3.5 L x 1.5m W

Ideal for energetic play. It can provide a young person a way to exercise that
differs from other pieces of equipment and it will also assist in the development
of gross motor skills. Manufactured from durable, colourful nylon. Length 3.7m,
dia. 90cm

SE1111: £24.00 each

SE1268: £109.00 each
It’s quick and easy to order online - www.edventure.co.uk

3

ACTIVE PLAY
45 items to cater for
all skippers!

1

DELUXE SKIPPING CLASS PACK
A mix of 45 skipping ropes ideal for class participation. Supplied in a holdall.

SE1471: £79.00 set of 45

2

FOAM HANDLE SKIPPING ROPE
Featuring foam grip handles with an integrated roller mechanism. Available in
two lengths, 2.5m ideal for individual play or 5m ideal for group play. Supplied
as a single or a bag of 6.

2.5M

SE5220-2.5: £5.50 each
SE5220-2.5-6: £36.00 bag of 6

5M

SE5220-5: £7.75 each
SE5220-5-6: £49.00 bag of 6

4

COTTON SKIPPING ROPES
Offering great value and incorporating a rubber collar on each end to prevent
fraying. Available in a wide selection of lengths. Supplied in a set of 10 or a
mix bag of 30 (10 of each 1.8m, 2.1m and 2.4m lengths). Longer lengths also
available as singles.

1.8M

SE3110-6-10-PB: £6.00 set of 10

2.4M
3

3.1M

Manufactured from polypropylene. Available in either 2 or 3m lengths, sold in
mixed colour sets of 12.

3.7M

SE3090-2-12-PB: £9.00 set of 12
SE3090-3-12-PB: £12.00 set of 12
4

SE3110-8-10-PB: £7.00 set of 10

COLOURED SKIPPING ROPES

Order Online: www.edventure.co.uk

SE3110-10-10-PB: £9.00 set of 10

5.5M

SE3110-18: £1.75 each
SE3110-18-10-PB: £15.00 set
of 10

MIXED SET
SE3110-12: £1.25 each
SE3110-12-10-PB: £10.50 set of 10 SE6880: £21.00 bag of 30

Tel: 01753 64 72 00 Fax: 01753 64 89 89

ACTIVE PLAY

1

ANKLE BALL
Spin the plastic ring around one ankle and hop over the tethered airflow ball
with the other foot.

2

SE8220-4: £8.50 bag of 4

3

TWIRL & JUMP
Provides a popular variation to Skipping with an airflow ball attached by cord to
a plastic stick. Supplied in a set of 4 or 12.

SKIP’N’GO WITH BELL BALL
Simply spin it around one ankle and hop over the ball with the other foot.

SE1020: £4.25 each
SE1020-6: £24.00 bag of 6

4

COLOURED PLASTIC SKIPPING ROPES
With a durable easy grip contrasting handle. Solid 5mm rope. Length 2.14m.

SE8400-4-PB: £14.00 set of 4
SE8400-12-PB: £40.00 set of 12

SE1511: £4.50 set of 6
SE1511-4: £17.00 bag of 24

5

PLAYTIME SKIPPING
ZONE SIGN
Bright and colourful circular Zone Sign
(dia. 35.8cm) printed directly onto 5mm
Foamex board with UV protection for
longevity in sunlight.

SE1598-SKI: £10.00 each

6

FRENCH SKIPPING
Children will love playing this traditional game. High quality, durable, jumbo
elastic in attractive colours that is machine washable and holds its shape. 3m
dia. (contains latex).

HALF WIDTH 1.9CM

SE1579-HAL-10-PB: £20.00 set of 10

FULL WIDTH 3.8M

SE1579-FUL-10-PB: £33.00 set of 10

7

STARTER SKIPPING KIT
Everyone can learn to skip with this starter kit, which contains all manner of
ropes for both groups and individuals.

SE1478: £37.00 set
It’s quick and easy to order online - www.edventure.co.uk
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ACTIVE PLAY
An essential
bean bag
collection!

2

COLOUR BEAN BAGS
Designed to assist with colour
recognition and literacy,
featuring the name of the bag’s
colour printed on the back of
each bag. Size: 10 L x 10cm W.

SE3690: £9.75 bag of 8

1

BEAN BAG COLLECTION
Set includes Alphabet Bean Bags, Colour Bean Bags, Number Bean Bags and
Shape Bean Bags, all supplied in a bucket.

SE6460: £60.00 tub of 56

Set of 32 bean
bags!

Learn as you
play!

3

BEAN BAG CLASS PACK
Set includes 16 Rectangular Cotton Beanbags and 16 Colour named Beanbags,
all supplied in a bag.

SE1054: £28.00 bag of 32

4

ALPHABET BEAN BAGS
Each Bean Bag is printed with a letter in both upper and lower case. Size: 10 L x
10cm W.

SE3670: £30.00 bag of 26

5

6

NUMBER BEAN BAGS

6

SHAPE BEAN BAGS

Printed with the number, the spelling of the number and dots symbolising the
number. Size: 10 L x 10cm W.

Four differently shaped bags each printed with the name of its shape.
Approximate length 10cm.

SE3700: £12.00 bag of 10

SE3680: £7.00 bag of 12

Order Online: www.edventure.co.uk

Tel: 01753 64 72 00 Fax: 01753 64 89 89

ACTIVE PLAY

1

SQUARE COTTON
BEAN BAGS
Cotton bag filled with synthetic
granules. Available in a single
colour bag of 12, blue, green, red,
yellow (please specify colour) or
mixed colour bag of 12 or 36. Size:
10 L x 10cm W.

SINGLE COLOUR BAGS

SE4470-12: £7.00 bag of 12, single colour

MIXED COLOUR BAGS

SE4470-12: £7.00 bag of 12, mixed
SE4470-36: £18.00 bag of 36, mixed

2

Please remember to specify
your colour requirement.

RECTANGULAR COTTON BEAN BAGS
Cotton bag filled with synthetic granules. Available in a single colour bag of 12,
blue, green, red, yellow (please specify colour) or mixed colour bag of 12 or 36.
Size: 14 L x 10cm W.

SINGLE COLOUR BAGS

SE9430-12: £7.25 bag of 12, single colour

MIXED COLOUR BAGS

SE9430-12: £7.25 bag of 12, mixed
SE9430-36: £20.00 bag of 36, mixed

Please remember to specify
your colour requirement.

3

LONG COTTON BEAN BAGS
Cotton bag filled with synthetic granules. Available in mixed colour set of 12.
Size: 27.5 L x 7cm W.

SE2340-12: £6.00 set of 12

4

PYRAMID BEAN BAGS
Pyramid shaped cotton bag filled with synthetic granules. Also available with
5
hook & loop patches on for sticking to soft fabrics. Both types available in sets of
12 or bag of 36. Size: 10L x 10 W x 8cm H.

SE8450-12-PB: £8.00 set of 12
SE8450-36: £22.50 bag of 36

HOOK & LOOP

SE8460-12-PB: £10.00 set of 12
SE8460-36: £28.00 bag of 36

BEAN BAG SCARVES
A compact bean bag with an attached chiffon scarf which makes catching
easier for younger children. Also available with hook & loop patches on for
sticking to soft fabrics. Bag size: 6 L x 6cm W. Scarf length 20cm. Supplied as a
mixed colour set of 6.

SE3640: £7.00 set of 6

HOOK & LOOP

SE3620-6: £8.00 set of 6

It’s quick and easy to order online - www.edventure.co.uk
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ACTIVE PLAY
36 bean bag
animals with
storage crate!

1

MASTER MENAGERIE
Set contains 36 Bean Bag Animals; 6 each of Bears, Bunnies, Elephants, Frogs, Hippos and Turtles, supplied in a storage crate.

SE1435: £79.00 crate of 36
Set of 6!
One of each animal

2

BEAN BAG ANIMAL ZOO
Set contains 6 Bean Bag Animals; 1 each of a Bear, Bunny, Elephant, Frog,
Hippo and Turtle.

SE1437: £13.00 set of 6

3

8

MINI MENAGERIE

4

SEA LIFE BEAN BAGS

Set contains 18 Bean Bag Animals; 3 each of Bears, Bunnies, Elephants, Frogs,
Hippos and Turtles, supplied in a drawstring bag.

Soft, tactile and based on creatures more commonly seen in the sea. Size
approx. 10cm.

SE1436: £40.00 bag of 18

SE1024: £13.00 set of 6

Order Online: www.edventure.co.uk

Tel: 01753 64 72 00 Fax: 01753 64 89 89

ACTIVE PLAY
Activity guide
included!

Activity guide
included!

Including 7 double
sided bean bags

1

3

TEACHABLE TOUCHABLE TEXTURED SQUARES

2

PHONICS BEAN BAGS

Scratchy, slippery, silky or soft? Young learners build communication skills
and vocabulary as they interact with these engaging tactile Textured Squares.
Supplied with an Activity Guide. Size: 6 L x 6cm W

These tactile embroidered Bean Bags each feature an appealing picture
representing a letter, with 7 double-sided bean bags for short and long vowel
sounds and the hard and soft sounds of ‘c’ and ‘g’. Supplied with an Activity
Guide. Size: 7 L x 7cm W

SE1372: £17.00 bag of 20

SE1373: £33.00 bag of 26

FRUIT & VEGETABLE BEAN BAGS
Vinyl bean bags that have an image of either a vegetable or fruit pictured on
one side and on the reverse the name is shown in English, French and Spanish.
Dia. 11cm.

FRUITS

SE3650: £11.00 bag of 6

VEGETABLES

SE3660: £12.00 bag of 6

4

NUMBER SHAPE BEAN BAGS
Shaped as numbers and provide 0 – 10; they are playful and are a great aid for
helping to develop numeracy skills. Length 11cm.

SE1138: £13.00 set of 10
It’s quick and easy to order online - www.edventure.co.uk
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ACTIVE PLAY

2

1

BULLSEYE THROWING TARGET
Features six bright and colourful concentric ring zones and comes attached to a
plastic hoop. The rigid outer ring allows the target to be easily hung or propped
up against a flat surface. Supplied complete with 12 lightweight plastic hook
and loop balls. Dia. 76cm

HOOK & LOOP HOOP TARGET KIT

SE1405: £33.00 each

A simple design that turns a hoop into a target, which can then be hung using
the hanging loop. The Kit contains a Target, a Hoop, 4 hook and loop Pyramid
Bean Bags, 12 hook and loop Foam Balls and is supplied in a bag. Dia. 76cm.

SE1031-76: £37.00 set

3

RAINBOW DISC TARGET
Features bright and colourful concentric ring zones and conveniently folds into
its own storage bag, supplied complete with 6 hook and loop balls. Dia. 1.5m.

SE1364: £24.00 each

4

PLAYSPORT® THROWING TARGET

5

Perfect for Quoits, Balls and Bean Bags, in fact almost anything you care to
throw at it. Has 4 graduated height settings and is supplied with a Target Cover
that fits neatly over the Target making it suitable to use with hook and loop Bean
Bags, Scarves or Balls. Sand/water fillable base. Supplied complete with 4
Plastic Discs. Target area size: 90 W x 30cm H.

SUPER CATCH SET
A universal fit hook and loop style paddle
that attaches to the hand. Set comprises
2 paddles and 1 tennis type ball.

SE6210-6: £27.00 bag of 6 sets

THROWING TARGET & COVER
SE4550-SET: £30.00 set

THROWING TARGET

6

SE4550: £24.00 set

HOOK & LOOP BALL
Handy sized lightweight foam Balls
with hook and loop patches; an
alternative choice for use with soft
fabrics and targets. Colour; red and
yellow. Dia. 6cm

COVER

SE4550-COV: £6.00 each

SE9420-24: £23.00 set of 24

8
7

HOOK & LOOP FOAM BALLS
These foam balls feature hook and loop
patches that enable the ball to stick to
soft fabrics. Available in a set of 12 mixed
colours. Dia. 6.5cm

SE8540-12-PB: £6.00 set
10

Order Online: www.edventure.co.uk

HOOK & LOOP GLOVE SET
Designed for the younger user, set
includes one ball and two mitts. The ball
sticks to the mitts building confidence
with catching.

SE8550: £3.00 set
SE8550-6: £16.00 bag of 6 sets
Tel: 01753 64 72 00 Fax: 01753 64 89 89

ACTIVE PLAY
1

RUBBER QUOITS
A traditional product, made from
foam rubber. Weight 245g. Supplied
in a set of 4 (1 each of blue, green,
red, yellow) or a bag of 16. Dia. 15cm

SE1030-4-PB: £4.50 set of 4
SE1030-16: £19.00 bag of 16

2

TELEPHONE WIRE QUOIT
Colourful, tactile and robust. Weight 175g. Supplied in a set of 4 (1 each of blue,
green, red, yellow) or a bag of 12. Dia. 15cm

SE1280-4-PB: £5.50 set of 4
SE1280-12: £15.00 bag of 12

3

THE 24 QUOIT COLLECTION
Set includes a mix of Rubber Quoits and Telephone Wire Quoits. Supplied in
mixed colours in a bag.

SE9790: £33.00 bag of 24
4

SWIM RINGS
Brightly coloured and made from a
durbale ‘squidgy’ plastic that is both
tactile and floats on water. Weight
175g. Supplied as a mixed colour
set of 4.

5

ACTIVITY RINGS
Brightly coloured and lightweight.
Weight 53g. Supplied as a mixed
coloured set of 6. Dia. 16.5cm

SW2020: £12.00 set

SE1145: £7.75 set of 6
6

QUOITS
A classic game of skill and accuracy.
Painted wooden frame and pegs.
Supplied with 4 Quoits.

OG2040: £15.00 set

7

SOFT VINYL FLYER
Made from vinyl covered foam which
makes them light and durable. Dia.
20cm

SE4060-4: £5.00 set of 4

8

Folds down for
compact storage!

PLASTIC FRISBEE
A flying disc with a happy smiley face
on it. Dia. 25cm

SE7220-4-PB: £3.50 set of 4

9

SKINNED FLYING DISCS
High quality feel with a robust foam
coating; easy to clean and suitable
for both indoor and outdoor play.
Dia 20cm

SE4480: £6.50 set of 4

10

FLYING SAUCER
Made of lightweight tear proof nylon material. Folds down for storage, supplied
with a carry bag. Weight 220g Dia. 92cm

SE3980: £9.00 each
It’s quick and easy to order online - www.edventure.co.uk
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ACTIVE PLAY
1

HOOPS
Available in four sizes, 45, 60, 75 and 90cm (18”, 24”, 30”, and 36”). All available
in sets of 4, 12, a hoop shaped bag of 20, or a mixed bumper bag of 32 (8 of
each size).

45CM

SE1610-18-4-PB: £3.50 set of 4
SE1610-18-12-PB: £10.00 set of 12
SE1610-18-20: £22.00 bag of 20

60CM

SE1610-24-4-PB: £3.50 set of 4
SE1610-24-12-PB: £12.50 set of 12
SE1610-24-20: £25.00 bag of 20

75CM

SE1610-30-4-PB: £4.75 set of 4
SE1610-30-12-PB: £15.00 set of 12
SE1610-30-20: £32.00 bag of 20

90CM

SE1610-36-4-PB: £5.75 set of 4
SE1610-36-12-PB: £17.50 set of 12
SE1610-36-20: £37.00 bag of 20

MIXED COLOURS & SIZES

SE1610-MX-32: £45.00 bag of 32

2

A set of six
connecting
pieces!

FLAT HOOPS
Highly durable and moulded in a one piece construction. Available in 4 sizes
and in sets of 4 or 12, all containing equal numbers of blue, green, red, yellow.

30CM

50CM

40CM

60CM

SE9530-50-4: £5.00 set of 4
SE9530-30-4: £4.00 set of 4
SE9530-30-12: £10.00 set of 12 SE9530-50-12: £14.00 set of 12
SE9530-60-4: £5.50 set of 4
SE9530-40-4: £4.50 set of 4
SE9530-40-12: £12.00 set of 12 SE9530-60-12: £15.50 set of 12

4

3

MAKE A HOOP
A lightweight hoop made up of 6 tubular plastic pieces that connect together to
form a hula hoop. Dia. 70cm

SE1393: £3.50 each

DELUXE HOOP & BLOCK PACK
Suitable for numerous school activities. Contents include a mix of 16 Hoops (8 each of dia. 60 and 75cm), 12 Flat Hoops (dia. 50cm), 12 Giant Blocks (size: 30 L x 15 W
x 10cm H) and a Hoop bag.

SE1052: £115.00 set
12

Order Online: www.edventure.co.uk

Tel: 01753 64 72 00 Fax: 01753 64 89 89

ACTIVE PLAY

1

ACTI GYM
An exciting array of equipment to create various obstacle courses for
developing balance and co-ordination. Suitable for indoor and outdoor use,
contents include 10 Giant Blocks, 5 Walking Boards supplied with 8 Post and 8
Hoops in two different sizes and various connecting pieces. Block size: 30 L x 15
W x 10cm H. Board size: 1m L x 9cm W.

SE1206: £149.00 set

2

4

ACTIVZIGZAG

3

BALANCE COURSE

A colourful set of balance boards which can be laid out in various shapes; each
board features an engraved design. Board size: 60 L x 10cm W. Supplied as a
mixed colour set of 8 boards and connectors.

The Giant Blocks and Walking Boards form a raised pentagon shaped walkway
to help children gain confidence with balance. Block size: 30 L x 15 W x 10cm H.
Board size: 1m L x 9cm W. Supplied as a set of 5 each in a holdall.

GY3750: £115.00 each

SE1330: £89.00 set

WALKING BOARDS
A brightly coloured non-slip 5cm wide plastic platform for balancing and
developing motor skills. Available as a Curved or Straight version, each section
simply attaches to the next. Section Size: 30 L x 15 W x 17cm H. Not suitable for
wooden floors, supplied as a mixed colour set of 10.

CURVED

SE2660-CUR: £38.00 set

STRAIGHT

SE2660-STR: £39.00 set

Develop balance and co-ordination
with various age groups

It’s quick and easy to order online - www.edventure.co.uk
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ACTIVE PLAY
Textured
surface

1

BALANCE CUSHIONS
Inflatable with a textured surface, these make fun stepping pads. Bright and
colourful, made from PVC. Dia. 33cm, 5cm thick.

SE1615-6-PB: £52.00 set of 6

3
2

RIVER STONES
Developed to help build children’s confidence for judging distances and
generally balancing. The ‘stepping stones’ have rubber studs to prevent
slipping and protect floors.

FOAM STEPPING STONES
Ideal for improving balancing techniques. Manufactured from moulded foam
with a durable skin coating and fitted with ‘grippy’ spots to reduce slip. Set of
6 (one each of blue, green, orange, purple, red, yellow). Size: 19.5 L x 15 W x
2.5cm H (each piece).

SE1360: £49.00 set of 6

SE1638: £_.__ set of 6

Stacks neatly
away

5
4

BALANCE PATH SNAKE

BALANCE SEE SAW
Fun and exciting for children to develop and practice their balancing skills. Try to
keep both ends off of the floor at the same time!

A great product for helping to develop motor skills; it features non-slip surfaces
and is very easy to construct. Path Size: 35 L x 9.5 W x 4.5cm H.

SE3360: £12.50 each
SE3360-4-PB: £49.00 set of 4

SE1368: £39.00 set of 10

Challenging and fun!

6

WIGGLE WALKER
Ideal for improving balance and co-ordination. Simply move your weight from
one side to the other and rock like a see-saw to ‘walk’. Manufactured from
robust plastic and supplied in six bright colours.

SE1432: £40.00 set of 6
14

Order Online: www.edventure.co.uk

7

BALANCING KIT
Balance is crucial to many activities and skills. This package will help develop this
fundamental skill.

SE1473: £97.00 set
Tel: 01753 64 72 00 Fax: 01753 64 89 89

ACTIVE PLAY

2

CANNON LAUNCH
A fun product to teach physical effort and adeptness; when used with any
targets or indeed just ordinary hoops the user has to measure their effort to
ensure firing accuracy. Ideal for group play; why not create your own catching
games! Each cannon supplied with 3 foam balls.

1

SE1391: £14.00 each
SE1391-4: £52.00 Set of 4

ACTIVSTILTS
Made in the UK from solid timber and fitted with sturdy rubber feet. Height 1.2m,
Step height 37cm. Supplied in a mixed colour set of 4 pairs.

SE1167-MIX-4: £125.00 set of 4

3

5

POGO/LOLO BALL

4

NOODLE & BOOK SET

A double ball supporting a platform which the user stands on and balances,
then, by gripping the ball between their feet, they jump forward in a series of
bounces

A set of 24 foam noodles supplied with a 200 page book that provides 50
exciting ways showing how to use Noodles in the playground/hall and also
gives 20 problem solving activities. Noodle length: 1.6m. Dia. 7cm.

ST1230-4-PB: £42.00 set of 4

SE8710-NOD-24: £59.00 set

PLASTIC STILTS
Excellent for developing co-ordination and balance; made from sturdy plastic
complete with nylon cords and fitted with a rubber rim to help to prevent
slipping when in use. Supplied in a bag of 4, a pair of each blue, green, red,
yellow.

SE7470-4: £14.00 bag of 4

6

LIMBO
A fun activity that provides an excellent means
for developing agility and spatial awareness.
Fully adjustable. Pole length: 1.6m.

SE3280: £19.50 set
It’s quick and easy to order online - www.edventure.co.uk
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ACTIVE PLAY
Standard kit

1

Deluxe kit

CIRCUS SHOW SKILLS KITS
Start exploring the world of the Circus. Try juggling with an array of different items, have a go at plate spinning, stilt walking, using a diabolo or even ‘devil sticking’.
Available in a standard or deluxe version.

STANDARD KIT

DELUXE KIT

SE1516-STD: £63.00 set

2

SE1516-DLX: £139.00 set

DIABOLO
A juggling prop evolving from the Yo-Yo, it is spun using the string attached to
the two hand-sticks. A huge variety of tricks are possible. Height 9cm, dia. 10cm 3
(weight 121g) supplied with sticks (30cm L, dia. 1cm).

SE7660: £5.00 each
SE7660-6: £27.50 bag of 6

5

A simple yet absorbing traditional game of skill and balance to encourage calm
concentration. Set comprises 1 stick and 1 disc.

SE5290-6: £9.00 bag of 6

DEVIL STICKS JUGGLING
A large decorated tapered baton is lifted, struck,
or stroked alternately by the two control sticks,
stabilising the baton through gyroscopic motion,
a little more challenging to execute but very
satisfying.

SE8650: £9.00 set
16

CHINESE DISCS

Order Online: www.edventure.co.uk

6

PUSH ALONG HOOP
Roll the hoop along the ground, by means of an implement wielded by the
player. Supplied as a Stick and Hoop (dia. 50cm).

SE5300: £8.00 set
Tel: 01753 64 72 00 Fax: 01753 64 89 89

ACTIVE PLAY
1

JUGGLING SKILLS PACK
An array of equipment that will assist
in teaching the art of Juggling. Start
with the sets of Flutter By Scarves,
that are all supplied with an easy
to follow Juggling Instruction leaflet,
then test these newly learned skills
and progress onto more challenging
pieces of equipment.

SE1515: £99.00 set

3

LEATHER JUGGLING BALLS
Traditional style, granular filled, soft
synthetic leather balls featuring eye
catching multi-coloured segments. Dia.
6.5cm.

SE5350: £4.00 set of 3

2

RUBBER SPONGE JUGGLING BALLS

4

Perfect for the beginner, offering a soft non-threatening product. Supplied in
assorted colours. Dia. 6cm

SE6320-3: £2.50 bag of 3
SE6320-12: £7.00 bag of 12

5

AIR HOOPS
For the budding Juggler, these
are a faster moving challenge
before attempting Juggling with
Clubs. Supplied as a set of 3 in
assorted colours. Dia. 32cm

SE5310: £9.00 set of 3

PVC JUGGLING BALLS
Perfect for the beginner. Supplied
as a set of 3 in assorted colours.
Dia. 7cm

SE5340: £7.00 set of 3

6

FOAM JUGGLING CLUBS
Having a solid plastic core and
foam casing make these ideal for
developing the skills of advancing
Jugglers. Length: 50cm

SE9970: £17.00 set of 3
It’s quick and easy to order online - www.edventure.co.uk
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ACTIVE PLAY

2
1

EXPRESSIVE MOVEMENT KIT

Metallic coloured pom-poms; suitable for children to express themselves in
dance and movement activities. Pom length: 32cm. Handle length: 9cm. Weight
43g. Supplied in mixed colour sets of blue, green, orange, purple, red, yellow.

An assortment of vibrant equipment to support expressive movement. This set
includes; 12 MasterPlay® Pom-Poms, 8 Dancing Rainbow Rings (dia. 60mm)
and 8 Duo Ribbon Wands all supplied in a holdall.

SE1568-6: £9.50 set of 6
SE1568-12: £18.00 set of 12

SE1571: £44.00 set

3

DANCING RAINBOW RINGS
Coloured tassels attached to a plastic ring.
Ribbon length 30cm. The set of 8 is supplied
in a drawstring bag.

4

GYMNASTIC RIBBONS
Used by British Gymnastics in their Jump into Gymnastics programs. Ribbon
length: 3m, wand length 30cm. Available in either a set of 4 or a set of 24.

SE1522: £5.75 set of 4
SE1522-6-PB: £32.00 set of 24

SE4180-30-8: £11.00 bag of 8

5

MASTERPLAY® POM-POMS

SCARVES
Provides an imaginative starter accessory for Dance and Movement activities.
Size: 30 x 30cm.

SE1521-6-PB: £7.00 set of 24

6

VISUAL MOVEMENT KIT
A range of equipment to create visual displays and aid expressive movement.

SE1457: £68.00 set

7

WRIST & ANKLE BELLS
Suitable for use on both wrists and ankles, The 4 attached metal bells produce
a loud, clear resonant tone. Hook and loop fastening.

SE1609-6-PB: £13.00 set of 6
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8

PERCUSSION SET
Set of 10 percussion instruments in a handy clear plastic carry case.

SE1554: £28.00 set
Tel: 01753 64 72 00 Fax: 01753 64 89 89

ACTIVE PLAY
Up to 24
dancers!

1

CROWN MAYPOLE
The Crown Maypole offers an
impressive set of ornate revolving
crown and brightly coloured ribbons
with hand loops, and a sturdy base
and tall pole. Forest green powder
coated steel construction, the pole is
sectional for storage whilst the Crown
features sufficient hooks for 24 Maypole
dancers. Supplied complete with 24
acrylic ribbons in four colours. Base
size: 95 L x 95cm W. Height: 3.66m (12’)

SE1450: £369.00 each

REPLACEMENT RIBBONS

SE1450-RIB: £148.00 set of 24

2

MAYPOLE RESOURCES

2TRAVERSE

No Maypole is complete without
music! With 14 tracks the Maypole
Music CD supports The Maypole
Manual that has pictures and
diagrams of 19 dances and features
Maypole history, inclusion, links
to the wider curriculum, music for
musicians to play and much more.

Intended as a basic introduction to indoor climbing walls, 2Traverse panels
encourage basic skills through horizontal travel at a low level; ropes and
harnesses are not required and neither does supervision require any specialist
skills or knowledge. The panels should be installed with the top of the bottom
panel at a height of no more than 60cm from ground level to avoid the need of
a safety surface on the floor.

THE MAYPOLE MANUAL
SE2530-IM: £34.00 each*

THE MAYPOLE MUSIC CD
SE2530-CD: £27.50 each

Height from the floor to the top
of the bottom board should not
exceed 60cm
4
3

2TRAVERSE OUTDOOR PANELS

Featuring 10 easy to use multi-coloured hand and foot holds, these indoor
panels offer a fantastic starting point for children who want to learn to climb
and traverse. The wooden panels are lacquered to aid cleaning and are
intended to be mounted in pairs, indoors. Panel size: 1.2m W x 40cm H.

These are impressive in size and provide challenging climbing and traversing
opportunities outdoors; supplied as a pair of panels and featuring 57 easy to
use multi-coloured hand and foot holds. UV resistant polypropylene laminate
finish which can be used with dry wipe markers to mark out routes. Fittings
supplied for installation into brick or breeze block. Bottom Panel size: 2.4m W x
40cm H, Top Panel size: 2.4m W x 60cm H.

GY3570-6: £475.00 set of 6
GY3570-12: £899.00 set of 12

GY3130-060: £549.00 set of 2
GY3130-120: £999.00 set of 4

2TRAVERSE INDOOR PANELS

It’s quick and easy to order online - www.edventure.co.uk
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ACTIVE PLAY
1

PARACHUTES
Parachutes bring excitement and
something new to children’s group
activities. Great for building team
spirit and group co-ordination.
Manufactured from robust multicoloured nylon with strong grab
handles strategically positioned
around the outside. Available in 6
sizes.

8 HANDLES, DIA. 1.7M
SE2080-1.7: £7.00 each

12 HANDLES, DIA. 3.5M
SE2080-3.5: £21.00 each

16 HANDLES, DIA. 5M
SE2080-5: £39.00 each

16 HANDLES, DIA. 6M
SE2080-6: £45.00 each

20 HANDLES, DIA. 7M
SE2080-7: £40.00 each

24 HANDLES, DIA. 9M
SE2080-9: £109.00 each

2

TARGET PARACHUTE

3

PARACHUTE “ENCOURAGING EXERCISE”
A great starter book, full of play ideas for children to create fun and meaningful
physical activities. Also describes how parachute games stimulate social and
intellectual development. 55 pages.

Can be used as a conventional parachute, but also features concentric
coloured rings for target practice. 12 handles, dia. 1.8m

SE6030: £6.00 each*

SE2430: £9.50 each

Build team spirit and group
co-ordination!

4

RAINBOW WAVE
A variation of the traditional parachute the difference being the shape.
The brightly coloured, durable nylon is long as opposed to round, but still
encourages physical exercise and is a highly effective way of developing
balance and co-ordination. Length 8m, width 1m, 30 handles

SE1402: £19.00 each
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ACTIVE PLAY
1

STARTER PARACHUTE GAMES PACK
Set contains a Parachute (dia. 1.7m, 8 handles) and a
range of equipment to begin group activities. Supplied
in a holdall and available with or without a Teaching
resource.

WITH RESOURCE

SE5030: £50.00 set

WITHOUT RESOURCE

SE5030-NOR: £45.00 set

A whole new
dimension to
parachute games!

2

PARACHUTE GAMES PACK
Intended for larger groups, set contains a mixture
of bean bags and different sized balls with varying
characteristics; the ideal pack to get started,
complete with a Parachute (dia. 5m, 16 handles).
Supplied in a holdall and available with or without
a Teaching resource.

WITH RESOURCE

SE4950: £99.00 set

WITHOUT RESOURCE

SE4950-NOR: £94.00 set

3

DELUXE PARACHUTE & ACCESSORIES PACK
Set contains a Parachute (dia. 5m, 16 handles) and a broad
range of equipment. Supplied in a holdall and available with or
without a Teaching resource.

WITH RESOURCE

SE1469: £89.00 set

WITHOUT RESOURCE

SE1469-NOR: £84.00 set

It’s quick and easy to order online - www.edventure.co.uk
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ACTIVE PLAY
Make maths fun!

1

COUNTING KIT
A selection of equipment designed to
enhance basic fundamental skills and to
investigate counting in an active way.

SE1211: £69.00 set

3

MULTI-SIDED PLATONIC DICE
Manufactured from tough PVC that is light and squeezable. Approximate size:
13cm. Colour red.

TETRAHEDRON, 4 SIDES
SE7110-04: £1.00 each

OCTAHEDRON, 8 SIDES
SE7110-08: £1.25 each

DECAHEDRON, 10 SIDES
2

SE7110-10: £1.50 each

ACTIVE CUBES

DODECAHEDRON, 12 SIDES

Made from soft foam with a durable vinyl cover. The cube features a clear vinyl
window on each side into which pair or cards can be inserted. Sold as a set of
4. Size: 15cm.

ICOSAHEDRON, 20 SIDES

SE1545-4-PB: £8.00 set of 4

4

SE7110-12: £1.75 each

SE7110-20: £2.00 each

GIANT SOFT DICE
Perfect for introducing
mathematical activities in an
active way. Manufactured from
foam. Size: 13cm.

MATH SYMBOL DICE
SE1160: £3.50 per pair

DOT DICE

SE1170: £3.00 per pair

NUMBERED DICE

SE1180: £3.50 per pair

FULL SET

SE1260: £8.50 set of 6
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5

COATED FOAM DICE
Coated with a robust outer layer
to provide a hard wearing, easy
clean product, suitable for both
indoor and outdoor play. Size: 16
L x 16 W x 16cm H.

SE3200: £4.00 each
Tel: 01753 64 72 00 Fax: 01753 64 89 89

ACTIVE PLAY
1

CONES & SLEEVES
The set comprises 20 Plastic Cones
(height 30cm), 10 Nylon Numbered
Cone Sleeves (numbered 1 - 10), 10
Nylon Clear Pocket Cone Sleeves
(featuring a clear vinyl window into
which paper or cards can be inserted)
and a holdall.

CONE PACK

SE1053: £55.00 set

NUMBERED SLEEVES
SE5370: £11.00 set

CLEAR POCKET SLEEVES
SE5360: £10.00 set

SPARE CONES

SE8630: £1.25 each

2

4

6

DRY WIPE CARDS, SLEEVES & CONES

3

A TO Z CONES

A bag of 10 Plastic Cones (height 30cm), supplied complete with Clear Pocket
Cone Sleeves, Dry Wipe Cards and a Marker Pen. Supplied in assorted colours.

Provide an engaging way of learning the alphabet, or can be used for more
general organisational purposes. Height: 23cm

SE1225: £35.00 set

SE4910: £17.00 set

NUMBER CONES

5

SYMBOL CONES

Ideal for general educational use, especially in conjunction with our Symbol
Cones, or can be used for organising sports and activities. Height: 23cm

A set of 5 mathematical operation cones; add, divide, multiply, subtract and
equals; ideally suited to use in conjunction with the Number Cones. Height:
23cm

SE4940: £7.00 set

SE4980: £3.75 set

NUMBER & SYMBOL CONES
The perfect set for teaching maths in an active way. The set contains one set
of 10 Numbered Cones and one set of 5 Symbol Cones (showing add, divide,
multiply, subtract and equals). Height: 23cm

SE1399: £7.75 set
It’s quick and easy to order online - www.edventure.co.uk
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ACTIVE PLAY

1

PLASTIC CONES
Available either as singles or in a bag of 12 of one
colour or a bag of 24 (mixed colours). Available
in blue, green, red, yellow. Height: 30cm. Please
specify colour.

SE8630: £1.25 each
SE8630-12: £17.00 bag of 12
SE8630-24: £32.00 bag of 24
Simply pops
back up!
18cm
2

MASTERSPORT
FLEXI-CONES

®

Available either as singles or in a bag
of 24 (mixed colours) or a bag of 36
of any one colour. Available in blue,
green, red, yellow. Height: 23cm.
Please specify colour.

SE3260: £0.75 each
SE3260-24: £17.00 bag of 24
SE3260-36: £25.00 bag of 36

3

30cm

SPACE MARKERS
Available in sets of 25, 50 or 100 in
mixed colours or as a set of 50 in white
only. Size: 5cm H, dia. 20cm.

4

SOFT FOAM CONES

SE1250-025: £5.00 set of 25
SE1250-050: £9.50 set of 50
SE1250-100: £19.00 set of 100

18CM

SE1250-050-WE: £9.50 set of 50

SE4090-30: £29.00 set

WHITE ONLY

Available in two heights as a set of 6 of blue, green, orange, purple, red, yellow.

SE4090-18: £11.00 set

30CM

5

ACTIVATE™ COURT MARKER
CORNERS & LINES
Provides a quick and simple way for marking out
small courts or areas. Set contains 4 Corners and
20 Lines all with bevelled edges. Line size: 35 L
x 7cm W. Spares available in orange or purple,
please specify colour when ordering.

COURT MARKER SET

SE1091: £23.00 bag of 24

CORNERS

SE1042-4-PB: £4.25 set of 4
SE1042-20: £19.75 bag of 20

LINES

SE1045-4-PB: £3.75 set of 4
SE1045-24: £21.50 bag of 24
SE1045-48-REF: £38.00 set of 48
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ACTIVE PLAY
1

ACTIVATE™ MARKER SUPER SCHOOL SET
A set of brightly coloured floor markers all with bevelled edges. Contents
include: 24 Base Stations (12 of each Circles and Squares), 20 Lines (10 of each
colour), 8 Corners (4 of each colour), 8 Directional Arrows, 15 Pairs of Feet, 10
Pairs of Hands and 4 Drawstring Bags.

SE1517: £99.00 set

Tactile textured
surface
2

ACTIVATE™ BASE STATIONS
Bevelled edges to reduce trip hazard and a tactile textured surface. Available in
two shapes, a circle (dia. 24cm) or square (30 L x 30cm W). Circles offered as a
set of 6 (1 each blue, green, orange, purple, red, yellow) or bag of 12. Squares
offered as a set of 4 (1 each blue, green, red, yellow) or bag of 12

3

ACTIVATE™ HANDS AND FEET
A green (right hand or foot) and yellow (left hand or foot), both feature bevelled
edges and a tactile textured surface. Hand length 16cm, foot length 18cm. both
available as a pair or in a bag of 12 pairs.

CIRCLES

HANDS

SQUARES

FEET

SE1041-6-PB: £8.00 set of 6
SE1041-12: £15.00 bag of 12
SE1039-4-PB: £5.50 set of 4
SE1039-12: £16.00 bag of 12

SE1043-2: £1.00 pair
SE1043-24: £10.00 bag of 12 pairs
SE1044-2: £1.25 pair
SE1044-24: £12.00 bag of 12 pairs

It’s quick and easy to order online - www.edventure.co.uk
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ACTIVE PLAY
1

SAND TIMERS
Moulded end caps and thick wall
surrounds. For easy identification
each timer is colour coded. Size:
16 L x 7cm W.

1 MINUTE

2

SE1553-01: £9.00 each

Having only three buttons; green
for go, red for stop and yellow for
clear. Chunky design and the large
digital display shows minutes,
seconds and 1/1000 seconds.

3 MINUTES

SE1553-03: £9.00 each

5 MINUTES

SE1553-05: £9.00 each

3

SE1371: £9.00 each

4

DIGITAL TIMER

SIMPLE STOPWATCH

TEAM COLOURED STOPWATCHES

Will count up or down from 1-100 minutes. It can stand alone, clip to a belt, be
hung or attached to a whiteboard. Size: 7 W x 7cm H

Counts up to 30 minutes in 1/100 second and then to 24 hours in 1 second
intervals. Cumulative split times stopwatch with time of day and alarm.
Supplied complete with a neck cord and battery.

SE1375: £5.00 each

SC1610: £24.00 set of 4

6
5

TIME TRACKER MINI
®

TIME TRACKER®
Ideal for teaching time
management; operates as
a clock, or visual timer with
coloured sections providing a
countdown, supported by six
programmable sound effects.
Requires 4 AA batteries, not
included. Height: 22cm

Features 2 dials that allow selection of the
total time and a warning time, customised
with a glowing light and sound effect.
Requires 3 AAA batteries, not included.
Height: 12cm

SE1257: £17.50 each

SE3990: £25.00 each

HONK!

BOING!

DING
DING!
7

PRIMARY TIMER
A great easy-to-use stopwatch for involving young children; featuring a clear
display and large buttons. Features a lap function, momentarily showing the
lap time whilst the timer still runs in the background. Supplied as a set of 6 in a
storage case and complete with lanyards.

SE1261: £28.00 set of 6
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8

ANSWER BUZZERS
Provides a game-show style buzzer; supplied as a mixed colour set of 4,
each with a distinctive sound, honking horn, boxing bell, doorbell and boing.
Requires 2 AAA batteries (not included). Dia. 9cm

SE1262: £15.00 set of 4
Tel: 01753 64 72 00 Fax: 01753 64 89 89

ACTIVE PLAY

1

NUMBER SPOTS
A set of 10 rubber foam spots showing 1-10; ideal for numeracy and colour
recognition. Supplied in assorted colours. Dia. 19.5cm

SE1133: £14.00 set

2

READY, SET, MOVE™ CLASSROOM ACTIVITY SET
A classroom activity set which comprises of twenty-five foam coloured mats,
3 inflatable dice which depict exercises, colour and numbers, as well as an
activity guide. Mat Size: dia. 25cm. Cube size: 12cm

SE1266: £28.00 set
3

HOPPING HARE MAT
The 10 individually coloured and
numbered sections encourage
children to jump distances.
Teaching suggestions with
different exercises included.
Mat size: 2 L x 1m W

SE1152: £35.00 each
4

FLOOR TARGET TOSS
A multiple scoring target supplied
complete with 8 Bean Bags. This
tough, lightweight PVC mat is
suitable for up to 4 players and
folds flat for easy storage. Size: 1
L x 1m W.

5

FOAM HOPSCOTCH
The interlocking numbered
tiles, manufactured from foam,
fit together to make a game
suitable to play both indoors and
outdoors. Develops balance and
co-ordination skills. Size: 2.1 L x
0.61m W

SE2160: £25.00 set

SE4710: £14.00 set
6

SOFT FOAM
BOWLING SET
All of the equipment is
lightweight foam and therefore
completely safe - it will not
damage the floor or walls!
Supplied as a set of 10 Pins
(Length 30cm) and 1 Bowling Ball
(Dia. 20cm).

SE4670: £33.00 set

7

FOAM CAN ALLEY
Those Tin Can Alley days are
back. Children love the challenge
of knocking down the cans with
the ball. The product is created
from covered foam. So set up
the cans and let the fun begin!
Set includes 10 Numbered Foam
Cans, 2 Foam Balls.

SE1611: £22.00 set

8

SHAPE & TARGET MAT
Ideal for activities involving colour, shape and number recognition.
Manufactured from PVC cloth, suitable for indoor and outdoor use. Starter kit
contains; 1 Mat and 4 Shape Bean Bags. Deluxe kit contains; 1 Mat and a mix of
22 Number, Colour and Shaped Bean Bags.

STARTER KIT

SE1171-STA: £12.00 set

DELUXE KIT

SE1171-DLX: £25.00 set

It’s quick and easy to order online - www.edventure.co.uk
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ACTIVE PLAY

2

SCOOTER BOARDS
A slightly smaller scooter board manufactured from durable plastic and
features contoured handles. Supplied in a set of six assorted colours. Size 35 L
x 30cm W

SE1622-6: £54.00 set of 6

1

CURVED SCOOTER
Manufactured from durable plastic, features contoured internal handles.
Supplied in a set of assorted colours. Size 35 L x 30cm W.

SE8390-6: £49.00 set of 6

4

WHIZZY DIZZY
Children pull on the circular central wheel and spin around it. They’ll discover
how to co-ordinate their hands and arms in order to manoeuvre themselves
around the central post, providing a sense of achievement and fun as they
make themselves go round. Dia: 55cm, height 30cm. Max weight 45kg. Age 3+
years.

SE1548: £97.00 each

3

GO WHEELIE
A great way of developing physical control and encouraging children to follow
directions as well as develop co-ordination and muscle control. Height 70cm,
Wheel dia. 18cm.

SE1551: £20.00 each

5

28

FLOOR SURFER

6

PEDAL GO

Combines play and the training
of motor skills, developed in
partnership with children’s
physiotherapists.

Designed to introduce young
children to the art of pedalling,
providing a perfect foundation for
both balance and gross motor
skills.

SE1559: £69.00 each

SE1137: £19.00 each

Order Online: www.edventure.co.uk
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ACTIVE PLAY

1

ACTIVATE™ SPACE HOPPER RACE KITS
Set contains 6 Space Hoppers, 50 Space Markers and a pump. Available in 2
sizes: dia. 45cm (for up to 9 years), dia. 55cm (for over 9 years). Colours may
vary.

45CM

SE1232-05-09: £79.00 set

55CM

SE1232-09-15: £85.00 set

2

ACTIVATE™ SPACE HOPPERS
Made from tough PVC vinyl with a closed handle to make holding on easier.
Available in two sizes: dia. 45cm (for up to 9 years), dia. 55cm (for over 9 years).
Colours may vary.

45CM

SE1231-45: £9.25 each

55CM

SE1231-55: £11.00 each

4

HOPPERS
Intended to provide an energetic work out and will enhance a young person’s
body co-ordination and balance skill. Manufactured from a strong, yet soft, vinyl
material for long lasting use and durability. Available in three sizes, 45cm (up to
6 years, 55cm (up to 9 years) and 66cm (9 years plus).

45CM
3

AIR PUMP
A great value foot-pump suitable for inﬂating general large low pressure leisure
equipment. Three sizes of connectivity nozzle are included. The unit is not
suitable for high pressure stem or needle valves. Dia. 30cm.

SE2140: £5.00 each

SE3740-45: £13.00 each

55CM

SE3740-55: £15.00 each

66CM

SE3740-66: £16.00 each

It’s quick and easy to order online - www.edventure.co.uk
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ACTIVE PLAY

1

3

RACKET AND BALL KIT

RACKET SKILL KIT

A selection of rackets and foam balls to assist with hand-eye co-ordination
before moving onto a racket sport.

An array of equipment to hone a young person’s racket skills before moving
onto a string racket.

SE1507: £35.00 set

SE1508: £59.00 set

PRIMARY TENNIS STARTER KIT
An ideal set to introduce the game of Tennis. The short handled rackets make it
much easier to hit the ball thus promoting success and a sense of achievement;
and of course fun.

TN3430: £60.00 set

30
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4

SLAZENGER CHAMPIONSHIP MINI TENNIS SET
Contents include 4 Plastic Rackets, a bag of 12 Indoor Foam Tennis Balls, a 3m
Net and Post Set.

TN3460: £96.00 set

Tel: 01753 64 72 00 Fax: 01753 64 89 89

ACTIVE PLAY
SWINGBALL®
Anyone can play Swingball®; with two players, each player takes turns to hit the
ball, one player hitting the ball clockwise, and the other anticlockwise. The ball
flies around the pole and the tether moves up and down the spiral. The winner
is the player to reach the top or the bottom of the spiral first.

2
1

ALL SURFACE™ PRO SWINGBALL®
Made with more spirals for longer games. Supplied complete with 300g
Checkerbats™ and a tennis ball on a tether. Features a 3-piece 30mm dia. pole
that is height adjustable up to 1.7m. Supplied with a sand/water fillable base
which also doubles up as a storage and carry case.

CLASSIC SWINGBALL®
Supplied complete with 265g Checkerbats™ and a tennis ball on a tether.
Features a 3-piece 20mm dia. pole that is height adjustable up to 1.6m and can
be planted into grass.

OG1290: £45.00 set

OG1090: £25.00 set

3

ALL SURFACE™ SWINGBALL®
Supplied complete with 265g
Checkerbats™ and a tennis ball on a
tether. Features a 3-piece 30mm dia.
pole that is height adjustable up to 1.7m.
Supplied with a sand/water fillable base
which also doubles up as a storage and
carry case.

4

MINI PLASTIC RACKET
A robust general purpose racket. Supplied in set of 4 (1 of each blue, green, red,
yellow). Length: 35cm

SE8490-4-PB: £6.00 set of 4

OG1130: £35.00 set

6
5

FOAM FLAT HANDS

Perfect for use with either foam or plastic balls. Supplied in set of 4 (1 of each
blue, green, red, yellow). Length: 27cm

Teach striking skills easily and effectively before moving on to a racket. Can
be used individually or as a pair, is a great way to encourage hand-eye
development on both sides of the body. Robust pads with comfortable
adjustable hook and loop straps.

SE3570-4-PB: £4.00 set of 4

SE1421: £8.50 SET

PRIMARY STARTER BAT

It’s quick and easy to order online - www.edventure.co.uk
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Balls & Catching Games

1

3

CATCHING CUP AND BALL

2

SCOOP SET

A classic game comprising a plastic ice cream cone shaped Catcher, with an
Airflow Ball tied to it. Superb for developing hand-eye co-ordination. Supplied
as a set of 6 in assorted colours.

Featuring colour coded Scoops and matching Airflow Balls, ideal for small
groups to use in the playground to help develop hand-eye co-ordination. Set
comprises 4 Scoops and 4 Airflow Balls.

SE8340-6: £7.00 set of 6

SE8350: £10.00 set

PADDLE RING & BAND BALL SET
Can improve hand-eye co-ordination and provide lead-up skills for any racket
sport. The paddles are covered in a bouncy material, held in both hands and
used like a racket to return the band ball. Set of 6 paddles, dia. 35cm and 3
rubber band balls, dia. 4cm.

SE1608: £21.50 set of 6

4

TAIL BALL
Can aid in the learning of ‘the flight’ of a ball as its tail helps to develop eyetracking skills. Dia. 6cm, Tail length: 85cm.

SE4930-6-PB: £18.50 set of 6

6

5

GIANT SHUTTLE
Ideal for using to learn about a
shuttle’s flight. Size: 17.5cm H.

RIBBON BALL

SE1247: £7.00 each
SE1247-4-PB: £26.00 set of 4

A small rubber ball with an attached tail. A safe and creative way to learn ‘the
flight’ of a ball as the colourful ribbons help to develop eye-tracking skills. Ball
dia. 5cm. Ribbon length 43cm.

SE4700-6-PB: £8.50 set of 6

DEVELOP HAND-EYE
CO-ORDINATION

7

HOOP CATCH
Great for children to catch
moving objects. Will help to build
confidence whilst developing their
hand-eye co-ordination. Dia. 60cm

SE1079: £9.00 each
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8

GETNET
A great fun product that adds an
innovative twist to many games.

SE1401: £5.00 each
SE1401-4-PB: £18.00 set of 4
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Balls & Catching Games
GREAT FUN FOR
EARLY SKILL
DEVELOPMENT!

2

1

With characteristics similar to a traditional beach ball but made from a more
durable material which is ideally suited to educational environments. Dia.
29cm

SOFFY PLAYBALL

SE1357: £3.50 each
SE1357-6: £19.00 set of 6

A very soft, PVC foam playball with excellent grip properties. Dia. 45cm

SE8780: £8.00 each

3

ACTIVATE™ INFLATO-BALL

NIM’ BALL
An inflatable ball covered with a
soft knitted polyester covering. Dia.
24cm

SE1027: £8.00 each

4

OVER BALL
Lightweight, soft on impact and
very easy to grip, they are inflatable
and are made of durable PVC. Dia.
26cm

5

A soft fibre filled vinyl covered ball with a wipe clean surface. Dia. 15cm

SE8810-6-PB: £18.00 set of 6

SE1485-150: £2.00 each

7
6

SOFT TOUCH PLAYBALLS
Inflatable balls with a very tactile and appealing surface. Supplied in a set of 4
(mixed colours). Available in 2 sizes.

SOFTY PLAYBALL

SOFTY RUGBY BALLS
Soft fibre filled rugby shaped balls. Available in different lengths. The largest
option features alternate textured surface panels.

12CM

SE1025: £4.50 each

10CM

20CM

20CM

22CM

SE3710-10: £5.00 set of 4
SE3710-20: £9.00 set of 4

SE1486-200: £2.25 each
SE1026: £5.25 each

It’s quick and easy to order online - www.edventure.co.uk
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1

SOFT CUT FOAM SPONGE BALLS
Traditional cut foam sponge balls, extremely
tactile. Available in four sizes.

7CM

SE1090-070-12-PB: £5.50 set of 12

8CM

SE1090-080-12-PB: £7.50 set of 12

9CM

SE1090-090-12-PB: £10.00 set of 12

20CM

SE1090-200-12-PB: £48.00 set of 12

2

SKINNED FOAM BALLS
The durable protective outer layer makes
these balls more hard wearing compared to
unskinned balls. Available in three sizes plus
a rugby ball option too.

7CM

SE4790-070-12-PB: £9.00 set of 12

15CM

SE4790-150-12-PB: £39.50 set of 12

19CM

SE4790-190-12-PB: £49.00 set of 12

3

An assortment of 48 small sponge foam balls, mixed colours and sizes.
Supplied in a bucket.

MIDI RUGBY BALLS

SE4830-12-PB: £39.25 set of 12

4

6

SKINNED FOAM BALLS IN A BUCKET

SPONGE FOAM BALLS IN A BUCKET
SE6650: £34.50 set of 48

5

LARGE SKINNED FOAM BALL COLLECTION

An assortment of 48 small skinned foam balls, mixed colours and sizes.
Supplied in a bucket.

A set of 12 large skinned foam balls, mixed colours and sizes. Supplied in a
holdall.

SE6640: £49.00 set of 48

SE6610: £55.00 set of 12

COATED FOAM PANELLED BALL
A coated foam ball with a 32 panel design. Supplied in a set of 6 assorted colours. Dia. 20cm

SE1607-6-PB: £35.00 set of 6
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1

COATED FOAM BALLS

SUITABLE FOR MANY
PLAY ACTIVITIES!

A soft, cut foam sponge ball that is coated with a robust outer layer to provide
a hard wearing, easy clean ball. Available in four sizes and a rugby ball option.
Please specify colour for larger sized balls.

7CM

7cm

SE3140-070-4-PB: £8.50 set of 4

9cm

Please remember to specify
your colour requirement.

9CM

SE3140-090-4-PB: £10.00 set of 4

15CM

SE3140-150: £4.50 each

20CM PANELLED

SE3180: £9.25 each

23CM RUGBY BALL
SE3190: £9.25 each

15cm

20cm

23cm

COATED PU-SKIN BALLS
These coated PU-Skin moulded balls are amongst the finest sponge foam balls available today. With a high quality feel, PuSkin Balls feature the most robust foam
coating possible; easy to clean and suitable for both indoor and outdoor play.

2

MASTERPLAY® PU-SKIN FOAM BALLS
Durable and suitable for many play activities.

7CM

SE4890-070-12-PB: £23.50 set of 12

3

9CM

PU-Skin ball with a medium bounce. Dia. 16cm

SE4890-090-12-PB: £28.00 set of 12

4

6

MASTERPLAY® PU-SKIN PANELLED BALL

MASTERPLAY® PU-SKIN PLAYBALL
SE4870-12-PB: £58.00 set of 12

5

MASTERPLAY® PU-SKIN NON-PANELLED BALL

32 panel design ball with a high bounce. Dia. 19cm

PU-Skin ball with a medium bounce. Dia. 20cm

SE4840-4-PB: £32.50 set of 4

SE4860-4-PB: £44.00 set of 4

SWIRL BALL
A soft moulded foam ball that spins
through the air helping to teach
children the skills involved with
throwing and catching. Length:
22cm

SE3610: £3.75 each

7

FOAM AEROBALL
Great fun in the playground, helps
to develop hand-eye co-ordination.
Size: 28cm long

SE1229: £4.50 each
SE1229-4: £16.00 set of 4
It’s quick and easy to order online - www.edventure.co.uk
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1

HEDGEHOG BALLS

2

A specially moulded plastic ball
that features surface bumps to
assist grip and provide sensory
stimulation. Dia. 10cm

SE7560-8: £10.00 bag of 8

SE1023-4-PB: £11.00 set of 4

4

3

SENSY BALLS

A satisfyingly spiky, hand sized
ball. Ideal for general play or
therapeutic and special needs
applications. Dia. 6.5cm

EASY GRIP BUMP BALLS
Extremely tactile, soft to the touch
and have a superior quality feel.
Easy to catch and control. Suitable
for general play or therapeutic
and special needs applications.
Supplied as 1 each of blue, green,
orange, purple, red, yellow. Dia.
12cm

EASY GRIP BALLS
A foamed vinyl ball that features
a heavily patterned surface that
assists grip and provides sensory
stimulation; soft to the touch
and suitable for use indoors or
outdoors. Supplied in a set of
4, one each of blue, green, red,
yellow. Dia. 20cm

SE8830: £16.00 set of 6

SE8370-4-PB: £16.00 set of 4

DEVELOP HAND-EYE
CO-ORDINATION

5

SPIKY PYRAMID BALLS
Brightly coloured and covered
in little soft ‘spikes’ making them
extremely tactile. Dia. 18cm

6

Easy to catch and hard to put down. Covered in pliable tentacles that are soft
and extremely tactile. Dia. 12cm

SE1406: £15.00 set of 4

7

36

SPIKY CRYSTAL BALLS

URCHIN BALLS
SE1612-6-PB: £4.75 set of 6

8

BLOW BUMP BALLS

Exceptionally robust and ideally suited to everyday use. The surface is covered
with little soft spikes making them extremely tactile. Dia. 15cm

An extremely lightweight soft ball suitable for most play situations. The outer
surface is covered in little bumps that adds to the soft tactile surface. The ball
can be easily inflated by a straw. Dia. 20cm

SE1417: £7.75 set of 6

SE1407: £14.00 set of 4

Order Online: www.edventure.co.uk
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1

ACTIVITY BALL
Transparent ball with a number
of multi-coloured balls inside.
Movement causes the inner
small balls to move, stimulating
eye mobility and amplifying the
product’s three-dimensional
feature. A useful tool for developing
spatial perception within a playful
activity. Dia. 50cm

2

Transparent ball with small bells
inside which ring when the ball
moves for added fun.

20CM

SE5490-20: £3.75 each

55CM

SE1369: £20.00 each

SE5490-55: £21.00 each

4

3

JINGLIN’ BALLS

SKINNED FOAM BELL BALLS
Containing three bells inside, this ball
is ideal for developing teamwork,
listening, and spatial awareness skills.
Available in two sizes.

CONSTELLATION BALL

15CM, YELLOW, 370G

Clear inflatable ball with a highly
tactile surface, small coloured
pellets fill the inside which make
a satisfying noise when the ball is
moved. Dia. 35cm.

SE1227-15: £9.75 each
SE1227-15-4: £37.50 set of 4

20CM, ORANGE, 540G

SE1227-20: £12.25 each
SE1227-20-4: £47.50 set of 4

SE1408: £6.50 each

6

STAR BALL
Featuring six easy to catch radials/
arms that are numbered and
coloured differently. Ball dia. 7.5cm.
Radial/Arm length 12cm.

SE2410: £5.25 each
5

FOAM BELL BALLS

7

A soft coated foam ball that has a bell inside. Ideal for blindfold games and
will help with spatial awareness. Supplied in a set of 6 assorted colours, Dia.
15cm

PYRAMID BALLS
A hardwearing inflatable vinyl playground
ball with a distinctive shape which gives an
unpredictable bounce. Very good for teaching
eye tracking, hand-eye co-ordination and
developing reactions. (colours may vary) Dia.
20cm

SE1621-6-PB: £44.00 set of 6

SE8360-4-PB: £18.00 set of 4

9

8

TO & FRO BALL

A general purpose lightweight ball suitable for children to use with most bats
or rackets. Supplied in assorted colours. Dia. 7.5cm, mixed colours.

Designed for one or more
individuals to promote foot and
hand-eye co-ordination for general
ball skills. One each of blue, green,
red and yellow.

SE7750-12-PB: £2.75 set of 12

SE9160-4-PB: £15.50 set of 4

PLASTIC PLAYBALLS

It’s quick and easy to order online - www.edventure.co.uk
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1

GAMESTER & TEAMSTER BALLS
These lightweight traditional air flow balls
are made from soft, durable plastic, making
them ideal for most activities. Available
in two sizes in mixed colour sets of blue,
green, red, yellow.

6CM GAMESTER

2

An airflow ball with a bell inside; ideal for a host of playtime activities and
inclusive sports.

SE1081-62-12-PB: £3.25 set of 12
SE1081-62-48: £18.00 tub of 48

MIXED COLOURS.

9CM TEAMSTER

SE9370-93-12-PB: £11.00 set of 12

BLACK/WHITE

SE1081-87-12-PB: £5.25 set of 12
SE1081-87-32: £19.00 tub of 32

3

MAGIC BALL
Colourful balls that are virtually indestructible and un-burstable, even when
pierced, making them particularly suitable for the rough and tumble of a
whole range of playground games. Dia. 14cm.

AIRFLOW BELL BALLS

SE9370-93-BW-12-PB: £11.00 set of 12

4

FLASHING BALL SET
Each Ball has a different textured surface for inquisitive hands to explore and
they light up and flash when bounced. Dia. 10cm.

SE7680-140-4-PB: £15.25 set of 4

SE1550: £13.00 set of 4

6

RAINBOW FOAM BALLS
Extremely colourful, lightweight and not too
bouncy. Available in two sizes.

5CM
5

SE6480-51-24: £13.00 bag of 24
SE6480-51-48: £24.00 bag of 48

RAINBOW GLITTER BALLS

6CM

Filled with sparkling stardust that swirls around inside as the balls are moved.
Dia. 6.5cm.

SE6480-63-24: £16.00 bag of 24
SE6480-63-48: £30.00 tub of 48

SE1558: £19.00 set of 7

8

REACTION BALLS
These 6-sided moulded rubber balls produce an unpredictable bounce when
thrown or dropped and are intended to help develop concentration and quick
reactions. Supplied in assorted colours.

7

BEADBALLS

7CM

Soft transparent balls filled with colourful beads that add a great deal more
interest to that of opaque/solid coloured balls. Dia. 7cm

10CM

SE1409: £7.50 set of 4
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1

EMOTION BALLS
Six brightly coloured inflatable balls showing different emotions (amazed, angry, excited, frightened, happy and sad). A great way to express yourself so ideal for
PSHE activities to help develop emotional intelligence. Dia. 20cm

SE1356: £12.00 set of 6

2

SCENTED FRUIT FACE BALLS
Brightly coloured balls with a smiley face design. Each ball is also sweet smelling. Dia. 20cm

SE1625-6-PB: £15.00 set of 6
4

BAND BALL
A ball made from colourful rubber strands
that have a tactile feel and are extremely
versatile. Available in 6 or 9cm sizes as sets
of 4.

6CM

SE1627-06-4-PB: £5.00 set of 4

9CM

SE1627-09-4-PB: £6.00 set of 4

5

COLOURED TENNIS BALLS
Suitable for general play but not court
use. Available in a mixed set of 12 blue,
green, red, yellow or a mixed bucket of
96. Dia. 6.5cm

3

LARGE FOAM BOBBLY WOBBLY

SET OF 12

A large skinned foam ball with an unpredictable bounce. Available as a set of
4, 1 each blue, green, red and yellow. Dia. 22cm

BUCKET OF 96

SE3230-12-PB: £6.75 set of 12

SE1088-4-PB: £18.00 set of 4

6

RUBBER SPONGE
TENNIS BALLS
A firm rubber sponge ball. Available
in a mixed set of 12 blue, green, red,
yellow or a mixed bucket of 48. Dia.
6cm

SE3230-96: £50.00 tub of 96

7

RUBBER SPONGE
HAPPY FACES
A rubber sponge playball with
a smiling face printed on them.
Available in a mixed set of 12 blue,
green, red, yellow or a mixed bucket
of 48. Dia 6cm

SET OF 12

SET OF 12

BUCKET OF 48

BUCKET OF 48

SE1060-12-PB: £7.00 set of 12
SE1060-48: £33.00 tub of 48

SE6300-12-PB: £7.50 set of 12
SE6300-48: £40.00 tub of 48

It’s quick and easy to order online - www.edventure.co.uk
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SAFABALL™

The SAFABALL™ SoftTouch range has been designed with a low-sting surface for use in various sports to help build confidence by being easier to handle. These
balls are lightweight, inflatable and constructed from foamed vinyl.

1

SAFABALL™ SOFTTOUCH
FOOTBALL
Intended as an entry level ball
especially for younger players and
those new to the sport.

SIZE 4

2

FB5240-4: £5.75 each, size 4
FB5240-4-10: £60.00 bag of 10

The soft tactile surface is less likely to
sting and will help to build confidence.
Colour orange. Size 1.

SIZE 5

FB5240-5: £6.00 each, size 5
FB5240-5-10: £61.00 bag of 10

3

SAFABALL™ SOFTTOUCH
NETBALL
Has a soft tactile surface and is
intended as an entry level ball, it is
less likely to sting when caught and
so helps to build confidence. Colour
yellow. Size 4.

HB1009: £5.25 each
HB1009-10: £54.00 bag of 10

4

SAFABALL™ SOFTTOUCH
VOLLEYBALL
A lightweight foamed vinyl ball with a
very soft, low-sting and tactile surface.
Colour pink. Size 5.

NB2130: £5.50 each
NB2130-10: £57.00 bag of 10

VB2140: £5.50 each
VB2140-10: £57.00 bag of 10

6
5

SAFABALL™ SOFTTOUCH
HANDBALL

MASTERPLAY DODGEBALL
Approved by British Dodgeball as the
official ball for primary school use.
This foam ball has a low bounce and
a durable coating. Available in red or
yellow. Dia. 15cm.

SAFABALL™ SOFTTOUCH
DODGEBALL
Approved by British Dodgeball, a lowsting junior training ball that is perfect
to use as an entry level match ball.
Available in yellow. Dia. 20cm

DB1016-RD: £6.00 each
DB1016-RD-6: £35.00 set of 6
DB1016-YW: £6.00 each
DB1016-YW-6: £35.00 set of 6

DB1017: £6.75 each
DB1017-10: £70.00 bag of 10

8

PVC SOCCER BALL
A lightweight soccer style ball. Available
in two sizes.

15CM

SE6250-15: £3.00 each
SE6250-15-25: £75.00 bag of 25

7

MINI PVC BASKETBALL
A lightweight basketball style ball. Dia.
15cm

SE6240: £3.00 each
SE6240-12: £36.50 bag of 12
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20CM

SE6250-20: £3.25 each
SE6250-20-20: £67.00 bag of 20

MIXED SIZES

SE6250-MX-12: £42.50 bag of 12
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MASTERPLAY®

The MasterPlay range of balls have been developed to withstand vigorous use within the education market and are suitable for use both indoors and
outdoors. The cellular rubber used in some of the balls provides a soft feel that builds confidence, promoting a positive introduction to various ball sports.

1

MASTERPLAY® CELLULAR
BASKETBALL

2

Exceptional grip properties combined
with a soft touch makes this ball
remarkable value.

BK3120-3: £7.00 each
BK3120-3-10: £75.00 bag of 10

A superb training aid featuring
graphics to encourage correct hand
positioning for both left and right
handed play; the larger ball size
encourages success for beginners.
Size 5.

BK3120-5: £7.00 each
BK3120-5-10: £75.00 bag of 10

BK3130-5: £8.00 each
BK3130-5-10: £82.50 bag of 10

SIZE 3
SIZE 5

4

3

MASTERPLAY CELLULAR
NETBALL

SIZE 3

RG4090-3: £5.50 each
RG4090-3-10: £57.50 bag of 10

SIZE 4

NB2110-4: £6.50 each
NB2110-4-10: £67.00 bag of 10

MASTERPLAY®
PLAYGROUND SOCCERBALL
A hard wearing ball with excellent
abrasion and wear properties;
featuring rubber construction, this
ball was developed as a more
durable alternative for the playground
environment.

RG4090-4: £6.00 each
RG4090-4-10: £62.00 bag of 10

6

MASTERPLAY® RUBBER
DIMPLE FOOTBALL
A hard wearing rubber football with
a dimpled surface. Available in size
4 and 5.

SIZE 3

SIZE 4

SIZE 4

SIZE 5

SE1143-3: £7.25 each
SE1143-3-10: £74.00 bag of 10
SE1143-4: £7.50 each
SE1143-4-10: £77.00 bag of 10

7

MASTERPLAY® CELLULAR
RUGBY BALL
A highly popular and durable school
training ball with good all weather
grip.

®

Easy eye tracking colours with
exceptional grip properties and a
soft touch makes this ball particularly
suited to High 5 Netball. Size 4.

5

MASTERPLAY® SKILLS
JUNIOR CELLULAR
BASKETBALL

FB6200-4: £5.25 each
FB6200-4-10: £54.00 bag of 10
FB6200-5: £5.75 each
FB6200-5-10: £59.00 bag of 10

MASTERPLAY® PLAYGROUND BALL
A robust and durable playground ball. Available in two sizes;
18cm and 22cm, as a set of 4 (1 each blue, green, red, yellow).

SE1519-175-4-PB: £15.00 set of 4, 18cm
SE1519-215-4-PB: £18.00 set of 4, 22cm
It’s quick and easy to order online - www.edventure.co.uk
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BEST
R!
SELLE

1

3

MEGA 4 IN LINE

2

JUMBO 4

Strategy and skill combine in this game for two or more players. Players take
turns dropping their counters into a frame to form a continuous line of four of
their own counter, whilst at the same time seeking to prevent their opponents
from doing the same. Made from hard wearing plastic. Height: 1.3m

A large-scale version of the original tabletop game that requires skill and
strategy to overcome your opponent. Set contains solid plastic counters and
a nylon bag to store them in. Easily folds away and stored back in its box.
Height: 75cm

OG2110: £123.00 each

SE1428: £99.00 each

GIANT FLOOR DOMINOES

4

GIANT QUOITS

Lightweight giant-sized soft foam dominoes. Use for sorting, patterning,
arithmetic, fractions and logic problems. Set of 28. Size: 18 L x 10 W x 2.2cm H

Ideal for all kinds of throwing, catching and target games. The moulded foam
construction keeps their weight to a minimum. Weight 258g. Supplied as a
mixed colour set of 6. Dia. 36cm

SE1587: £14.00 set

SE7150: £26.00 set of 6

Ideal for construction too!

cm

4.5

5

18cm

6.5cm

ACTIVTOWER BLOCKS
A set of 48 wooden blocks intended to be built up in rows of three, to reach
an overall height of 0.72m. Available with either a natural finish, or in a mixed
colour set of blue, green, red, yellow.

NATURAL FINISH

SE1333-NAT: £56.00 set

COLOURED FINISH

SE1333-COL: £73.50 set
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Giant Games
Great fun for all
age groups, indoors
or out

Giant
Draughts!

1

GIANT DRAUGHTS

2

MAXI DRAUGHTS SET

Made from strong and durable plastic; 24 pieces supplied complete with
6 crowning rods, the set can be laid out on a patio or is suited to the Giant
Chess/Draughts Mat. Dia. 25cm, 10cm deep

A smaller version of Giant Draughts. Supplied complete with joining rods and
easy to grip large pieces made from plastic measuring 10cm dia. and a PVC
mat which can be laid on the lawn, patio and also indoors. Mat size: 1.2m
square

OG2050: £119.00 set

OG2090: £53.00 set

Tough &
Weather
Resistant

3

GIANT CHESS
A set consists of 32 black & white pieces manufactured from moulded plastic;
the pieces have a 24cm dia. sand/water fillable base for extra stability and
vary in height from 42.5cm (Pawn) up to 64cm (King). The pieces can be laid
out on a patio or are suited to either the Lawn Friendly Chess Board (OG2020)
or the Giant Chess/Draughts Mat (OG2030).

4

OG2000: £299.00 set

5

GIANT CHESS/DRAUGHTS MAT

MAXI CHESS SET
A smaller version of Giant Chess. Supplied complete with a plastic mat. The
chess pieces vary in height from 20cm (Pawn) up to 32cm (King) with a base
diameter of 9.5cm. Mat size: 1.2m square

OG2060: £67.00 set

6

LAWN FRIENDLY CHESS/DRAUGHTS BOARD

A mat made from a 3.5mm thick, hard wearing PVC material for indoor/
outdoor use and features edging with 8 eyelets designed to be used with the
green plastic lawn pegs that are supplied. Mat size 3m square.

Suitable for outdoor use as the mesh design allows grass to grow, limiting
any unsightly yellowing. Set consists of 32 black & 32 white plastic tiles, each
measuring 35cm square and 5mm thick. The tiles interlock to prevent drifting
apart. Total board size: 2.8 L x 2.8m W

OG2030: £39.00 each

OG2020: £139.00 set
It’s quick and easy to order online - www.edventure.co.uk
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1

BUOYANCY BALLOONS
Enormous fabric balloons, the slightest of touches make them ascend, float
and then gradually descend. All are 1.2m. (approx.)

BALL

SE3310-BAL: £27.00 each

2

CUBE

SE3310-CUB: £29.00 each

A great value foot-pump suitable for inﬂating general large low pressure
leisure equipment. Not suitable for high pressure stem or needle valves. Dia.
17cm

SE3310-PYR: £28.00 each

SE2140: £6.00 each

PYRAMID

3

AIR PUMP

CLOTH COVERED BALLOON BALLS
The cloth covering turns the balloons into a ball which is light enough to float
yet durable enough to be kicked or hit. Simply insert a balloon into the cloth
cover and inflate. Washable cover, supplied with three balloons.

COTTON, DIA. 25CM

4

SE1270-25-COT: £3.00 each
SE1270-50-NYL: £7.00 each

SE3340: £38.00 each

NYLON, DIA. 50CM

Extremely
lightweight
and 1.2m!

5

44

MEGA FOOTBALL
The polyester cover contains a
heavy duty vinyl bladder. For use
indoors and on grass. Dia. 76cm

AIR FLOATING BALL

Massive
1.8m &
almost 9kg!

6

MEGABALL

An extremely light weight ball with
a nylon cover and bladder. Dia.
1.2m.

Massive inflatable ball, suitable
for all kinds of playground games.
Weight: 9kg (approx). Dia. 1.8m.

SE1120-120: £ each

SE8800-180: £96.00 each

Order Online: www.edventure.co.uk
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1

IT’S DICEY
Play hundreds of popular dice games on a giant scale. A set includes 6 giant
wooden dice, 1 wipe clean score card, 1 marker pen, a set of game rules, a
mesh bag and a plastic container that doubles as a dice shaker. Suitable for
play inside and outdoors. Dice size: 9 L x 9 W x 9cm H. Shaker size: 32cm dia.
x 34cm H

2

GIANT SNAKES & LADDERS
A giant version of the classic game. Supplied complete with a Giant Inflatable
Dice. Mat Size: 3 L x 3m W

SE4500: £46.00 set

OG2340: £36.50 set
Up to 30 Players!

3

GET KNOTTED
Massive fun for up to 30 players. Throw the 2 Giant Inflatable Dice to find
out which part of your body you have to place on which colour flower. ‘Get
Knotted’ with the other players to make the game more difficult for them, but
beware, fall over and you are out of the game. Supplied complete with 2
Giant Inflatable Dice. Mat Size: 3 L x 3m W

4

GIANT TARGET
Tough, light weight PVC mat folds flat for easy storage. Corner eyelets make it
suitable for anchoring when used outdoors. Mat size: 1.5 x 1.5m

SE4570: £46.00 each

SE9780: £40.00 each

Provides Limitless
Play and construction
possibilities!

5

BRICK ME
Large plastic light weight building blocks which easily interlock, enabling
children to create endless colourful creations. The set comprises of 30 large
blocks (size: 26 L x 12 W x 6cm H) and 15 small blocks (size: 13 L x 12 W x 6cm
H).

SE1680: £142.00 set of 30

6

GIANT NOUGHTS & CROSSES
A supersized version made from coloured foam. Board size: 92 L x 92cm W.

SE8180: £15.50 each
It’s quick and easy to order online - www.edventure.co.uk
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Playtime Value Packs
ACTIVATE™ PROGRAMME
It is generally recognised that children need to be encouraged to become more active and the ideal time for this, outside formal P.E. lessons, are breaktimes and lunchtimes. The
Activate™ Mix bags provide an extensive range of activities which will motivate children by providing a range of exciting equipment for all skill levels and in sufficient quantities to
enable all to participate.

1

2

ACTIVATE™ STARTER MIX

ACTIVATE™ SELECT MIX

Great value kit to cover your core playtime needs. Includes 57 products.

An array of active play items with inclusion of dance and movement products. Includes
82 products.

SE1506: £67.00 set

SE1503: £130.00 set

A range of exciting equipment for all skill levels!

3
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ACTIVATE™ PLAYTIME MIX

4

ACTIVATE™ AFTER SCHOOL MIX

A comprehensive package including items to aid throwing, catching and balance skills.
Includes 68 products.

Enough products to cater for a large number of people and a wide varety of activities.
Includes 109 products.

SE1504: £160.00 set

SE1505: £___.__ set

Order Online: www.edventure.co.uk

Tel: 01753 64 72 00 Fax: 01753 64 89 89

Playtime Value Packs

1

3

SMALL BALL KIT

2

LARGE BALL KIT

Vibrant colours, tactile surfaces and interesting shapes make up this collection of small
balls intended for general play. A set contains 50 balls that are supplied in a mesh bag.

With various shapes and textures this collection of large balls provides a great choice for
many play situations. A set contains 20 balls that are supplied in a mesh bag.

SE1481: £36.50 set

SE1479: £57.00 set

ODD SHAPE BALL KIT

4

ACTIVE PLAY BALL SET

A set of differently shaped and coloured balls supplied in a storage sack.

Developed in partnership, and drawing on the expertise of the Youth Sport Trust
Development and Resources team, to assist the teaching of physical literacy skills.

SE1541: £75.00 set

SE1158: £75.00 set

A variety of 86
balls!

5

VARIETY BALL CLASS PACK
Totalling 86 balls, in a variety of colours, sizes and textures and some with distinctive characteristics. Suppled in a holdall.

SE1056: £173.00 set
It’s quick and easy to order online - www.edventure.co.uk
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Playtime Value Packs

1

STARTER SKIPPING KIT

2

BALANCING KIT

Everyone should learn to skip and this starter kit contains all manner of ropes for both
groups and individuals.

Balance is crucial to many activities and skills. This package will help develop this
fundamental skill.

SE1478: £41.00 set

SE1473: £97.00 set

Great
value!

3
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PLAYTIME ACTIVITY KIT

4

BREAKFAST CLUB KIT

A selection of equipment to keep children occupied during playtime.

Developed to enable a wide and varied range of activities to be available to satisfy the
requirements of all abilities.

SE1527: £103.00 set

SE1573: £109.00 set

Order Online: www.edventure.co.uk

Tel: 01753 64 72 00 Fax: 01753 64 89 89

Playtime Value Packs

1

PLAY CHEST
Contains a wide range of equipment suitable for general play and fun activities. Supplied
in a Storage Chest.

2

SCHOOL PLAYTIME PACK
Provides a variety of equipment for all manner of active play.

SE2020: £79.00 set

SE6800: £103.00 set

Ideal for
playtime
activities!

3

THROWS BOX

4

STARTER THROWING KIT

Developed for a group of young people, of different abilities, to learn to perform different
throwing skills. Supplied in a Storage Crate.

This kit has been developed to allow young people to develop their all-important
throwing skills.

SE4300: £39.00 set

SE1565: £59.00 set

Colourful equipment to
develop throwing and
catching skills!

5

THROW AND CATCH KIT
A useful range of colourful equipment for developing throwing and catching skills. Supplied in a holdall.

SE1499: £99.00 set
It’s quick and easy to order online - www.edventure.co.uk
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Playtime Value Packs

1

BUMPER SPORTS DAY PACK
This kit provides an engaging array of equipment for all manner of team activities on Sports Day.

AT4300: £155.00 set

2

4

50

OBSTACLE COURSE KIT

3

PE TEAM KIT

A selection of components to create a fun activity session for many users or build up a
course to aid more specific exercise or training drills.

An array of equipment in team colours that can be used to play various games which will
also encourage skill development.

SE1458: £77.00 set

SE1604: £125.00 set

PLAY-HOK™ JUNIOR SET

5

TENNIS STARTER KIT

This popular game is a great introduction to the game of hockey and is particularly
tailored to schools. Set contains 12 PLAY-Hok™ Sticks (length 70cm), 3 PLAY-Hok™ Airflow
Balls (dia. 89mm) and a Foam ball (dia. 70mm). Complete with a holdall.

An ideal kit to introduce children to the game of Tennis. Contains 12 Primary Tennis
Rackets, 36 MasterPlay® Training Foam Tennis Balls, a set of 25 Space Markers and a
holdall.

HK1360-JUN: £59.00 set

TN3390: £64.00 set

Order Online: www.edventure.co.uk

Tel: 01753 64 72 00 Fax: 01753 64 89 89

Playtime Value Packs

1

MASTERPLAY® MIDI-CRICKET KIT

2

ARESSON GAMES SET

Developed specifically to introduce the traditional game of Cricket to young children. This
equipment is light, durable and enables children of all ages to participate and develop
basic techniques.

A versatile set that includes everything you need to play an informal game of Cricket or
Rounders. The set contains 1 Aresson Blaze Rounders Bat, 1 Plastic Cricket bat (size 3), 1
Aresson Soft Ball, 4 Stumps, 1 Rounders rules leaftlet and a bag.

CK4860: £50.00 set

RD1086: £26.00 set

Perfect for a game of
rounders anywhere!

3

ARESSON MINI ROUNDERS SET
An ideal set for children playing games in the garden, park or playground. Suitable
for age 4 to 11 years. Contents: 4 plastic stumps and bases (sand fillable for increased
stability), 1 Aresson Blaze bat, 1 Aresson All Play Soft Ball, 1 Basic Rounders rules.

RD1088: £19.50 set

4

INTRODUCTORY ROUNDERS SET

5

ARESSON TRADITIONAL ROUNDERS SET

A great introductory kit into the game of Rounders, this set has everything you need to
play. The set contains 4 Aresson Blaze Rounders Bats, 6 Aresson All Play Rounders Balls,
4 Flexi Cones, 2 Base Station Circles and a holdall.

This popular set is ideal for the garden, playground or park. Contents: 1 Aresson Bullet
Rounders Ball, 4 rounders stumps, 1 Aresson Image bat, 1 Aresson Bullet ball, 1 zip up
carry bag, 1 abbreviated rounders rules leaflet.

RD1042: £45.00 set

RD1087: £19.50 set
It’s quick and easy to order online - www.edventure.co.uk
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Positive Playtime
Many school staff find it helpful to have a
range of products which encourage positive,
happy and healthy active play at playtime,
although if this is not controlled correctly
can be chaotic. We offer a number of
essential products to support schools in this
by offering a range of playground zone signs
that will assist staff and midday supervisors
to organise areas through a busy playtime.
Why not try introducing Playground PALs.
Playground PALs are responsible for making
sure that everybody has somebody to play
with or an activity to take part in which will
help everyone to feel included at playtime
and will at the same time promote improved
behaviour during playtimes.

ACTIVE GAMES!

BALL GAMES!

CRAZE OF THE WEEK!

FOOTBALL!

QUIET!

SKIPPING!

SE1598-ACT: £10.00 each

SE1598-FOO: £10.00 each

1

SE1598-BAL: £10.00 each

SE1598-QUI: £10.00 each

SE1598-CRA: £10.00 each

SE1598-SKI: £10.00 each

PLAYTIME ZONE SIGNS
Bright and colourful circular Zone Signs will help to go some way to organise the playground. Printed directly onto 5mm Foamex board with UV protection for longevity in sunlight. Dia.
38.5cm

2

PLAYGROUND PAL TABARDS
It is easy to spot the Playground PAL wearing a fluorescent orange nylon bib. Printed on both sides and joined by elastic on one side and hook and loop material on the other so that they
can easily be worn over a coat on chilly days. Approx. size 48 L x 35cm W

SE1597: £18.00 set of 4
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Order Online: www.edventure.co.uk

Tel: 01753 64 72 00 Fax: 01753 64 89 89

Positive Playtime

OUR PLAYGROUND RULES

PLAYGROUND MANNERS

BULLY FREE ZONE

OUR SCHOOL VALUES

SE1601-PLR: £23.00 each

SE1601-BUL: £23.00 each

1

SE1601-PLM: £23.00 each

SE1601-SCH: £23.00 each

POSITIVE PLAYTIME WALL SIGNS
Designed to support a Positive Playtime strategy. These signs are bright and fun for children to read. Printed onto 5mm Foamex board with UV protection for longevity in
sunlight. Size 61 L x 81cm H

It’s quick and easy to order online - www.edventure.co.uk
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Sports
1

TRADITIONAL HESSIAN SACKS
Perfect for sack races; available in sizes
for children and adults or in a mixed
holdall of 12 (6 of each size).

PRIMARY SACK, 80 H X 50CM W

SE7530-JUN: £2.25 each
SE7530-JUN-12: £26.00 bag of 12

2

ADULT SACK, 100 H X 60CM W

SE7530-SEN: £2.75 each
SE7530-SEN-12: £32.00 bag of 12

Heavy Duty Jump Sacks featuring a flat base and two
handles. Manufactured with double stitched seams for
durability; ideal for sack races or storing equipment.
Size: 61 L x 42cm W. Available as a set of blue, green,
red, yellow.

SE7530-MIX-12: £32.00 bag of 12

SE2520-4-PB: £16.00 set of 4

MIXED HOLDALL

3

5

THREE-LEGGED RACE TIE

COLOURED EGG & SPOON
Set featuring a wooden spoon complete with an easy to balance flat
bottomed wooden egg! Supplied as a bag of 6, the eggs are coloured for
easy identification.

SE1419: £6.50 bag of 6

SE5260: £10.00 bag of 6

NERF VORTEX HOWLER

SE2470: £12.50 each
SE2470-3: £35.00 set of 3
SE2470-6: £68.00 set of 6
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4

Long enough to be used by both children and adults. Featuring a hook and
loop fastening. Set of 6 multi-coloured ties, supplied in a drawstring bag.
Length 61cm

The rocket-like shape guarantees maximum distance and speed; this is a
safe, fun way to encourage youngsters to throw. Foam construction with
dependable flight pattern features a built in whistle to create a satisfying noise
when thrown correctly. Length: 33cm

7

JUMP SACKS

PLAYSPORT® DISCUS

6

PLAYSPORT® SHOT
Manufactured from soft colourful PVC and filled with sand; supplied as a bag
of 4 (1 each of blue, green, red, yellow). Dia. 9cm, weight 600g.

AT6930-4: £20.00 bag of 4

8

PLAYSPORT® HAMMER

Made from soft vinyl; supplied as a bag of 4 (1 each of blue, green, red,
yellow). Dia. 16cm, weight 200g.

Made from soft vinyl and complete with a rope and handle; supplied as a
bag of 4 (1 each of blue, green, red, yellow). Rope length 85cm, weight 350g.

AT6940-4: £20.00 bag of 4

AT6920-4: £23.50 bag of 4

Order Online: www.edventure.co.uk

Tel: 01753 64 72 00 Fax: 01753 64 89 89

Sports

1

PLAYSPORT® FOAM JAVELIN

These Javelins have a dependable flight pattern that will help develop throwing 2
skills. Length 90cm, weight 100g.

AT2670: £5.25 each
AT2670-12: £65.00 bag of 12

3

PLASTIC JUNIOR RELAY BATONS

MINI FOAM JAVELIN
A smaller, thinner and lighter foam javelin that is ideal for younger children to
get started in throwing sports. Length 50cm.

AT4360-6-PB: £18.00 set of 6

4

Supplied as a set of 6 in different colours. Dia.
32mm, length 30cm

JUNIOR TUG OF WAR ROPE
Made from polypropylene, this rope is
specially designed for use by children.

10M

AT3290-JUN: £3.00 set of 6

SE7290-10: £16.00 each

20M

SE7290-20: £29.00 each

6
5

MINI STEP TRAINING HURDLES

START/FINISH LINE SET
Ideal for use in all Sports Day races. Length 1.2m

AT3470: £13.00 per set

Ideal for introducing young children to the skills and techniques of hurdling.
Available heights 15cm and 30cm.

15CM

ST1070-150: £3.50 each
ST1070-150-12: £45.00 bag of 12

30CM

ST1070-300: £4.25 each
ST1070-300-12: £53.00 bag of 12

3.5m long!
7

MASTERPLAY® MEASURING MAT

8

STANDING LONG JUMP MAT

Ideal for measuring the thrown distance, up to
10m with 20cm increments.

Durable rubberised plastic mat, rolls for easy storage. Length 3.5m, with 5cm
increment markings.

AT1880: £32.50 each

SE2170: £66.50 each
It’s quick and easy to order online - www.edventure.co.uk
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Sports

2

PLAYSPORT® BOCCIA SET
Each ball has a soft plastic outer cover and the pellet filled inner provides a
unique pliability that absorbs impact when thrown. Dia. 8cm, ball weight:
300g

SE1424: £69.00 per set

Great to use at
after school clubs!

1

ARROWS ARCHERY THREE BOW TASTER PACK
Created to introduce Primary Schools to Archery in a fun and safe way.
Designed to be delivered by anyone, as no formal Archery experience is
required. Recommended for groups of up to 6 participants. Contents include
3 Wizard Bows, 9 Arrows, 1 Double sided Target, 3 Arm Bracers, 1 Teacher’s
Guide, 1 Reference Card, 8 Activity Cards, 1 Festival Card and a Carry Bag.

AR1018: £255.00 per set

3

NEW AGE KURLING GAME SET
Played indoors on any smooth flat surface. Suitable for all ages and abilities.
Has become a regular activity in schools and after school clubs. Set contains
8 Stones; 4 each of blue and red (supplied in a bag) and a Target. Target size
1.2 L x 1.2m W.

IG1870: £235.00 per set
For more information visit:
www.britishorienteering.org.uk/xplorerschools

4

SHORTGOLF TEACHING KIT
Cleverly designed to emulate the real game while making it much easier and
more fun. Set contains 7 hitta! (6 right and 1 left handed), 6 putta!, 6 t-mat!
with 18 Teez!, 32 ballz!, 4 stikka! Targets, 1 grabba! Target, 1 katcha! Target, 2
gotcha! Targets and a holdall. Available in three sizes.

5-7 YRS

GF2730-05-07: £399.00 per set

8-11 YRS

GF2730-08-11: £399.00 per set

12+ YRS

GF2730-12-PLUS: £399.00 per set
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Order Online: www.edventure.co.uk

5

XPLORER SCHOOLS
Developed to introduce orienteering to Primary schools in an innovative
and non-traditional way. It enables teachers to deliver fun, active and
inclusive activities to KS1 and KS2 pupils. The pack complements the national
curriculum and provides many cross-curricular and themed opportunities.
Can be used as stand-alone activities or linked to active learning opportunities
within the curriculum, as a lunchtime activity or after school club.

OT1025: £199.00 set
Tel: 01753 64 72 00 Fax: 01753 64 89 89

Sports

1

FLOOR STANDING BASKETBALL GOAL
Suitable for numerous activities, this Floor Standing Basketball Goal is a
great training aid. The tripod is supplied complete with a net and features a
red powder coated 16mm solid steel ring, dia. 45cm, standing 53cm off the
ground.

BK3360-1: £35.00 each
BK3360-2: £65.00 per pair

2

BASKETBALL STAND
Free standing tubular steel basketball hoop with a nylon rope net. Designed
for young children to help improve hand-eye co-ordination and provide a
challenge and reachable goal. Weather proofed so can be used inside and
out. Simple self-assembly required. Height 86cm, hoop dia. 40cm

BK3720: £59.00 each

3

BASKETBALL & NETBALL
SHOT TRAINER
A very stable multiple-target stand
with four rings/nets set at different
heights for beginners. The highest
ring at 1.5m has a standard
basketball diameter of 45cm, whilst
the three lower rings at 110, 120
and 136cm have a standard netball
diameter of 38cm, and these
turn into the metal frame for easy
storage. Supplied with a storage
bag which fits neatly in the lower
half of the stand.

4

SE9980: £130.00 each

5

BASKETBALL PLAY SET
Featuring a fan shaped backboard
on a telescopic pole, and
incorporates a ring (with net)
that adjusts in height. Supplied
complete with integral sand/
water fillable ballast box. Height
adjustable from 90 to 140cm, in
5cm increments.

BK3610: £55.00 set

NET1 XPLODE PORTABLE SYSTEM
A 38cm solid steel goal with an all-weather
net. Telescopic pole allows easy height
adjustment in seconds without the use of
tools. Adjusts from 2.0m - 2.6m. A 38 litre
blow moulded base can be fillable with
sand or water, base unit has two rear facing
wheels for easy portability. Protective pole
padding included.

BK1900-1: £85.00 each
BK1900-2: £160.00 per pair

6

REBOUND NET
Throw the ball then anticipate the angle of the catch. Can be played individually,
in pairs or even used as a type of goal. The metal frame can be set to any
angle. Size 98 L x 98cm W

SE1592: £61.00 each
It’s quick and easy to order online - www.edventure.co.uk
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Sports

1

3

TAG RUGBY KITS

2

INDIVIDUAL TAG RUGBY BELTS

Supplied with 14 Tag Rugby Belts (7 each of 2 colours) for up to a 33” waist, a
MasterSport® Rugby Ball (size 4), a Skinned Foam Midi Rugby Ball, a set of 50
Space Markers and a holdall.

Fastens around the waist with a quick release clasp, supplied complete with 2
coloured ‘tags’ which attach with hook and loop fastening for quick removal.
Size for up to a 33” waist. Supplied in a set of 7 of one colour, either blue,
green, red or yellow, please specify colour when ordering.

RG4130-STD: £46.00 set

RG1630-JUN-7: £15.00 set of 7

MASTERPLAY® PLAYGROUND SOCCERBALL
A hard wearing ball with excellent abrasion and wear properties; featuring
rubber construction, this ball was developed as a more durable alternative for
the playground environment.

4

PORTABLE MIDI SOCCER GOAL
Easy to assemble with PVC push fit components. Supplied complete with net,
net clips and ground anchors. Size: 1.8 W x 1.3m H x 1.1m runback.

SIZE 3

FB3730: £45.00 each
FB3730-2: £85.00 pair

SE1143-3: £7.00 each
SE1143-3-10: £72.00 bag of 10

SIZE 4

SE1143-4: £7.00 each
SE1143-4-10: £72.00 bag of 10

5
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PLASTIC CRICKET BATS

6

SUPER FOAM CROQUET

Ideal for use with foam and tennis balls. Set contains 4 bats, one each of blue,
green, red, yellow. Length 51cm.

Supplied complete with 6 mallets, 6 balls, 9 rubber foam gates and 2
standing posts. Complete with a holdall.

CK4720: £13.00 set of 4

SE4510: £57.00 set

Order Online: www.edventure.co.uk

Tel: 01753 64 72 00 Fax: 01753 64 89 89

Sports

1

KWIK NET

2

A net and frame that can be set up and taken down in minutes; the metal
frame is numbered for easy assembly. The full net height is approximately
1.5m for Badminton, removal of one pole each side will set the height to 80cm
for Mini Tennis Red/Orange. Supplied in a bag and available with a 3m or 6m
wide net.

Perfect for players of all ages to learn and improve their Tennis. These rugged,
extruded aluminium frame rackets have a mid-sized head, nylon strings and
a synthetic leather grip.

TN3210-19: £9.00 each, 48cm (19”)
TN3210-19-12: £104.00 bag of 12
TN3210-21: £9.00 each, 53cm (21”)
TN3210-21-12: £104.00 bag of 12
TN3210-23: £9.00 each, 58cm (23”)
TN3210-23-12: £104.00 bag of 12
TN3210-25: £9.00 each, 63cm (25”)
TN3210-25-12: £104.00 bag of 12

TN1530-3: £59.00 set (3m net)
TN1530-6: £79.00 set (6m net)

3

PLAYSPORT® BADMINTON RACKETS
These short handled mini rackets feature a durable shaft with a comfortable
grip and a robust steel framed head with synthetic strings. Available as a
set of 4 or 12, comprising equal numbers of blue, green, red, yellow. Length
53cm.

4

MASTERPLAY® +10 MINI TENNIS BALL
This low compression ball is 10% larger than a standard tennis ball enabling
beginners to experience rallies, and develop confidence. Available in a bag of
12 or bucket of 40.

BA1480: £15.00 set of 4
BA1480-3: £42.00 set of 12

5

MASTERPLAY® TENNIS RACKETS

TN3190-OR-GN-12: £12.00 bag of 12
TN3190-OR-GN-40: £38.00 tub of 40

FLEECEBALLS
A soft fleece ball that provides an
appealing and safe non-bounce
product. Ideal for teaching initial racket
skills. Supplied in a set of 12. Dia. 5cm

SE1619-12-PB: £1.00 set of 12

7
6

COLOURED SHUTTLECOCKS
Plastic skirt and rubber base, perfect for
youngsters.

BA2020-12: £6.00 bag of 12

ARESSON® ALL PLAY TENNIS BALL
Ideal for younger children as the low compression gives the ball a lower
bounce, slowing the game down, allowing more time to move into position
and play the ball.

TN3550-12-PB: £8.00 set of 12
TN3550-48: £37.00 tub of 48
It’s quick and easy to order online - www.edventure.co.uk
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Sports

2

HAND PUMP
Suitable for any ball with a needle valve.

FB3700: £3.25 each

1

STIRRUP PUMP

ta

Pres

Features a long metal air cylinder and a foot
steadier, enabling good effective manual
pumping. Supplied with needle adaptor.

3

Schrader

FB1640: £10.00 each

FB1640-NED-12: £3.00 set of 12

PRESTA STYLE

Hygenic whistle!

4

SPARE INFLATOR NEEDLES
SCHRADER STYLE
FB1650-12: £2.50 set of 12

SQUEEZE WHISTLE
A soft plastic whistle which is squeezed by
hand rather than blown so can be shared
by any number of people. Complete with
lanyard. Size 13 L x 4cm W.

FB5550: £5.00 each
FB5550-6-PB: £29.00 set of 6

5

LOUDHAILER
Effective over 250m (270yds). 20 watt rating. Batteries not included.

6

AT2250: £54.00 each

COMPACT SPORTS FIRST AID KIT
Includes everything necessary for dealing with
minor sporting incidents. Supplied in a zip up
nylon case. Size 25 L x 7 W x 18cm H.

FA1090: £_.__ set

7

An ideal kit for
school sports

8
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TRUNDLE WHEEL & COUNTER

FOX 40 CLASSIC WHISTLE
Ideal for everyday use.

FB3490: £3.75 each

9

TEAM COLOURED STOPWATCHES

Fitted with a pointer on the wheel which helps children to measure distances
and an adjustable clicker and a counter.

Counts up to 30 minutes in 1/100 second and then to 24 hours in 1 second
intervals. Cumulative split times stopwatch with time of day and alarm.
Supplied complete with a neck cord and battery.

AT4250-SET: £23.00 each

SC1610: £26.00 set of 4

Order Online: www.edventure.co.uk

Tel: 01753 64 72 00 Fax: 01753 64 89 89

Sports
Quick and easy way
to differentiate
teams!

1

TEAM BANDS
Offered in an easy to clean plastic (size: 50 L x 3cm W) or a polyester material
(size: 60 L x 3cm W) option, both available in blue, green, red, yellow, as a
set of 6 in a single colour (please specify colour) or in a bag of 24 (6 of each
colour).

PLASTIC

SE1190-PLA-6-PB: £2.50 set of 6
SE1190-PLA-24: £10.00 bag of 24

2

These rolls of fabric are perfect for cutting into a required length. Available in
blue, green, red, yellow, please specify colour, or in a set of 4, (one of each
colour). Size: 11m L x 4cm W.

POLYESTER

SE1190-POL-6-PB: £2.50 set of 6
SE1190-POL-24: £10.00 bag of 24

3

COTTON BIB
A great hardwearing bib, with elastics on both side. Available in blue, green,
red, yellow, please specify colour.

SE1210: £3.00 each
SE1210-4-PB: £11.00 set of 4

4

MESH TRAINING BIB
Lightweight, breathable and quick drying bib. Available in blue, green, red,
yellow, please specify colour.

SMALL

SMALL

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

LARGE

LARGE

GK1030-C-S: £3.00 each
GK1030-C-M: £3.00 each
GK1030-C-L: £3.00 each

5

TEAM BRAIDS

GK1710-S: £2.50 each
GK1710-M: £2.50 each
GK1710-L: £2.50 each

MESH TRAINING BIBS NUMBERED 1-10
Lightweight, breathable and quick drying. Supplied as
a set, numbered 1 to 10 on both sides. Available in blue,
green, red, yellow, please specify colour.

SMALL

GK5130-SMA: £18.00 set of 10

MEDIUM

GK5130-MED: £18.00 set of 10

LARGE

GK5130-LRG: £18.00 set of 10
It’s quick and easy to order online - www.edventure.co.uk
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Storage & Essentials

1

WIRE BASKETS
Offering both a storage solution and a target for various throwing activities.
Plastic coated steel construction. Size at top: 53 L x 33 W x 26cm H. Available
individually in blue, green, red, yellow or as a set of all 4.

SE1710: £10.00 each
SE1710-4: £37.00 set of 4
2

MULTI-SPORT BALL CADDY
Light, versatile and mobile, this Multi-Sport Ball Caddy is perfect for collecting
balls mid-session. Complete with rubber wheels, it folds up for easy storage
and holds 12 Basketballs (size 7) or 16 Footballs, Volleyballs or Netballs. Size:
60 L x 60 W x 45cm H. Overall height 86cm.

Holds up to
100 hoops!

BK1840: £50.00 each
4

MASTERSPORT STORAGE BAGS
Nylon bags, ideal for many uses. The Holdall
is available in a 65 or 80cm length, both 30
W x 30cm H. Storage Sack height 90cm, dia.
49cm.

HOLDALL

SE6360-65: £7.50 each, 65cm
SE6360-80: £8.50 each, 80cm

STORAGE SACK

SE1543: £6.50 each

3

MOBILE HOOP RACK
The Mobile Hoop Rack will store
up to 100 hoops. Blue powder
coated steel construction with nonmarking rubber wheels. Height:
1.2m.

SE1760-MOB: £59.00 each

Easily foldable!

6

5

FLEXITUB
Flexitub; easy to carry and perfect for general storage. Colours may vary.

SE1353-4: £19.00 set of 4
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FOLDING CRATE
Folding Crate with a robust plastic construction in vibrant primary colours; the
clever design allows flat packing or can be simply clicked into storage mode,
with both options being stackable. Size: 48 L x 35 W x 23cm H, volume: 32L

SE1403: £4.00 each
SE1403-6: £22.50 set of 6
SE1403-12: £43.00 set of 12
Tel: 01753 64 72 00 Fax: 01753 64 89 89

Storage & Essentials

2

1

Fire-resistant metal construction with PVC coated galvanised steel panels
guaranteed for 25 years. The box features a secure double bolted locking
mechanism and gas strut assisted top opening. Available in blue, green, grey,
red. Please specify colour when ordering.

JUMBO STORAGE TRUNK
Weatherproof, free standing and manufactured from reinforced plastic sections.
Lockable (padlock not included). Colours may vary. Size: 140 L x 62 W x 65cm H

SMALL, SIZE: 135 L X 79 W X 73CM H.

SE1251: £79.00 each

3

PLAYGROUND STORAGE BOX

PF3080-SMA: £460.00 each

LARGE, SIZE: 188 L X 79 W X 73CM H.
PF3080-LRG: £525.00 each

STOWAWAY & STOREGUARD
Manufactured in the UK from PVC coated galvanised steel which is
maintenance free and fire resistant. Unique and easy to use spring assisted
opening action which allows complete “walk in” access. Supplied flat packed
and available in two sizes.

GREEN STOWAWAY

Size 138 L x 89 W x 113cm H (green only)

SE2870: £430.00 each

CREAM STOREGUARD
Size 196 L x 89 W x 113cm H (available in cream or green).

SE2860-CR: £535.00 each

GREEN STOREGUARD

SE2860-GN: £535.00 each

5
4

STANDARD EQUIPMENT TROLLEY
A multipurpose trolley featuring 4 removable storage containers, a fixed full
height storage section and a side mounted hoop rack. Blue powder coated
steel construction with non-marking rubber wheels, 2 braked. Size: 1.03 L x
0.57 W x 0.90m H (approx.)

SE2910: £209.00 each

LARGE EQUIPMENT STORAGE TROLLEY
Offering a spacious fixed wire basket and 4 removable plastic storage boxes.
Blue powder coated steel construction with non-marking rubber wheels, two
with a brake. Size: 1.38 L x 0.58 W x 1.04m H (approx.)

SE2930: £250.00 each

OPTIONAL HOOP RACK

SE2930-HOOP: £17.00 each

It’s quick and easy to order online - www.edventure.co.uk
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Wet Playtime

1

3

2

CAT’S CRADLE

MARBLES

A traditional and fun game for
all. Contains latex.

Great value set, containing 90 x
15mm marbles and 6 x 25mm
shooters in a drawstring bag.

SE1578-10-PB: £7.00 set of 10

SE1602-6: £2.50 bag of 96

WET DAY GAMES PACK
A set of traditional activities to be enjoyed when the weather keeps you inside.
Contents include: Chess, Draughts, Dominoes, Four in a Row, Ludo, Multi
Sided Dice, Playing Cards, Rummy, Snakes & Ladders and Spot Dice.

4

LUDO PUZZLE MATS
Large, bright and colourful foam 16 pieces jigsaw. Have fun making the mat
then play the game. Includes counters and die. Mat size 81 L x 81 W cm.

SE1588-LUD: £12.00 each

IG2140: £65.00 set

Mat available
separately

5

SPORT STACKING SPEED CUPS
An individual or team sport where participants stack and un-stack 12 plastic
cups in a pre-determined sequence. Set contains a bag of 12 Speed Cups and
instructions.

SE1246: £7.00 set of 12
SE1246-6: £39.00 pack of 6 sets

6

Appealing to younger children and can be used to provide tremendous
educational fun. Supplied as a set of 28. Size: 13 L x 6.5 W x 1cm H

SPEED CUP MAT

SE1246-MAT: £7.50 each

7

ACTION MATS
A set of exercise mats combined with games and team challenges, created
to provide the widest possible appeal and designed to promote P.E. as a
fun activity to primary aged children. Set includes 14 Mats showing different
activities/exercises and 5 lesson/activity resources that provide ideas,
challenges, games and saves the effort of planning. Supplied in two storage
bags. Mat size: 1 L x 1m W x 5mm H.

GY3840: £625.00 set of 14
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LARGE DOMINOES
SE2680: £8.00 set of 28

8

ACTIVCOLOUR SHAPE MATS
Featuring different patterns and colours to aid with shape recognition.
Suitable for general play; constructed with a polyester needle felt top and an
anti-slip rubber base. Size: 90 L x 45cm W x 5mm (thick). Supplied as a set of
6 in blue, green, orange, purple, red, yellow, or a set of 4 without orange or
purple.

GY4000-4: £32.00 set of 4
GY4000-6: £60.00 set of 6
Tel: 01753 64 72 00 Fax: 01753 64 89 89

Wet Playtime
Two to four
player racing!

1

2

SNAKES & LADDERS

LUDO

Played between two or more players on a numbered board.

A board game for two to four players, in which the players race their four
‘pieces’ from start to finish according to die rolls.

IG1500: £5.00 set

IG1490: £5.00 set

5

3

6

A pack of 6 Spot Dice; suitable for use on their
own or as replacements. Size: 16mm

A pack of 50 Counters, ideal for tiddlywinks or as
replacements in other games. Dia. 22mm

The word game for two to four players who
score points by forming words from individual
lettered tiles. The words are formed across and
down in crossword fashion and must appear in a
standard dictionary.

IG1510: £1.00 set of 6

IG1520: £1.50 set of 50

IG1900-JUN: £12.00 set

SPOT DICE

CHESS/DRAUGHTS BOARD

4

7

COUNTERS

CHESS PIECE SET

A traditional folding Chess and Draughts Board,
made with hinge cloth and 100% recycled
cardboard. Opened size: 35cm square

An ideal starter set for the aspiring Chess player.
Supplied in a slide lid wooden box. King height:
6cm

IG1060: £3.50 each

IG1050: £5.50 set

10
9

SCRABBLE

PLAYING CARDS
Durable plastic coated cards.

IG1090: £1.25 each
IG1090-4-PB: £4.75 set of 4

DRAUGHTS PIECES
A complete set of 24 wooden Draughts Pieces.
Dia. 3cm

IG1100: £2.00 set

DOMINOES
Dominoes provide an educational game, or can
be used in sets to create structures or toppling!
Supplied in a traditional storage box as a set of
28.

IG1110: £5.00 set

8

11

WOODEN TUMBLING BLOCKS
Ideal for a group of children sitting around a
table. Made from high quality polished wooden
pieces. Block size 7.5 L x 2.5 W x 1.5cm H

SE1584: £8.00 set
It’s quick and easy to order online - www.edventure.co.uk
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Order Form
Please advise of any dates when delivery will not be possible within 14 days of
placing your order.

How to order:

Online: www.edventure.co.uk
Telephone: 01753 647200
Email: sales@edventure.co.uk
Fax: 01753 648989
Mail: Edventure, Bishop House,

East Burnham Park,
Crown Lane, Farnham Royal,
Slough, Berkshire,
SL2 3SF

Online orders placed by, and delivered to,
schools can select an invoice option and pay
for goods once they have been received.
Purchase order numbers can also be logged
and will be quoted on invoices.

Description
Example: The 24 Quoit Collection

Please supply the following goods to:
Account No.:

Name of organisation:
Contact name:

Job title:

Purchase order number:
Promotional code:
Address:

Postcode:
Tel No.:
Email:
Signature:

Item No.

Qty:

Price Each

Total Cost

SE9790

2

£33.00

£66.00

Online ordering
is quick and easy
+ save money too!
Delivery is free to all destinations within the UK and Republic of Ireland for
orders of £200 or more, excluding VAT and carriage.
Our standard delivery charge for orders under £200 is £8.95 plus VAT for the UK Mainland.
For delivery to northern Scotland (post code areas AB, IV, KW, PA, PH, JE and IM) and all off-shore
areas, please telephone for a quotation for delivery costs prior to placing your order.
Please add 20% VAT (reclaimable by educational establishments).
Prices in this catalogue are valid until 30th September 2019.
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Sub Total

£

Carriage

£

Sub Total

£

VAT

£

TOTAL

£

Have you visited our website?

www.edventure.co.uk
• SECURE ordering with multiple
payment options
• EASY navigation
• QUICK search tool
• Mobile FRIENDLY design

•
•
•
•

Online PROMOTIONS
Even MORE product lines
FREE delivery on orders over £200*
Just £4.95 delivery for ONLINE
orders under £200*

Sign up to our e-newsletter for the latest:
product news, promotions and special offers!
*Delivery prices and offers quoted are for UK mainland only (excluding northern Scotland and post codes AB, IV, KW, PA, JE, IM and all off-shore areas)

Phone
Fax
Email
Web

-

01753 64 72 00
01753 64 89 89
sales@edventure.co.uk
www.edventure.co.uk

Edventure, Bishop House, East Burnham Park,
Crown Lane, Farnham Royal, Slough, Berkshire,
SL2 3SF.

Return address: Edventure, Bishop House,
East Burnham Park, Crown Lane,
Farnham Royal, Slough,
Berkshire, SL2 3SF.

Keep an eye on our website for
exclusive weekly offers and discounts!
www.edventure.co.uk

